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NEW COLLEGE IS THE VENUE
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This week

CCUPATION!

EUSA claims Day of Action is "our chance to show we
think education is important"
by Gillian Drummond
The message to all Edinburgh
University students today is: this is
our chance to show we do want
education , says Students' Association President Cathy Presland .
Today is Edin_burgh Unive r;ity's own Day of Actio n,
:lrga nised by the SRC Campaign
Committee in a bid to show th e
public and the Government th at
;tudents have the power to change
the Gove rnme nt 's pl aps fo r cutbacks in highe r educa tion.
T he ai m is to attract publicity,
and it is hoped that the nove lty
·'cra m-ins," one at Kings Build-·
ings a nd one at George Squa re,
will activate medi a interest. Th e
idea came about as a result of
NU S Scotland 's plans this week to
boycott cl asses in Colleges of
Further Educa tion, in oppositi on
to Gove rnment cutbacks. It was
decided th at boycotting lect ures
he re would have no rea l effect, as
classes are not compulsory, but
that cramm ing them instead
would arouse interest.
The target lectures are: Maths
llD, at 10..am in the James Clerk
Maxwell Building, Kings Bui ldings ; and Politics l, 3 pm at William Robertson Building, George
Square. All students are invited to
pack out these lectures , whi ch will
follow normal procedures. However, tim e will be left at the end of
each to inform students of the aim
of this action , and its issues.
T he next even t will be the occupation of New Co llege. As many
students as possible are urged to
atte nd, a nd should meet at 4.05
pm under the dome in the Stude nt
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The re will be several speake rs,
inclutling Labour MP Gavin
St rang (spea king at 7 pm) ; candidate for th e Alliance in the Edinburgh Pe ntlands seat , Keith
Smith ; Edinburgh University history lecturer Owen Dudley
Edwards; University Chapl ain
Sabbaticals Claire McLintock and Iain catto unveil the secret venue of today's Occupation; New College, on
Norman Shanks; Assistant to the
the Mound. A closely guarded secret which everyone has known about for weeks.
Scottish La bour Party Education
- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spokesman, Gareth Butler; and
candidate for the Alliance in
Edinburgh
Centra l Andrew

AUT consider offer
by Jacqueline Brown

The package would give staff an
extra 16% from December 1986
and another 7% rise , on current
pay , from March 1988. The average salary would rise from £16, 144
to £19 ,860, and the scale would
start at around £8 ,000 pa for new
lecturers.
The package must be approved
by the Government and Kenneth
Baker, Secretary of State for Education , insists that if the offer is
accepted , proposed measures to
increase incentives a nd efficiency
must be implemented .

The Committee ~f Vice-Chan:
cellars and Pri ncipals (CVCP) last
Week offered U niversity academic
staff a pay dea l worth 24 % over
two years in a bid to avert the posStb1hty of industrial action tncluding the non-marking of final
exams.
At a meeting of the Council of
the Association of University
Teache rs (AUT) last Saturday, it
Was decided to reconvene · the
me.eting on the 21st Feb.i uary.
Th.is allows representatives from
universities and colleges time to
Regardless of whether the pay
discuss the package with graspackage is implemented, both the
:~oots members. Consideration of CVCP and the AUT agree that
_e deal means that the Council
the offer does not solve the brain.
Wtll defer plans to ballot members
drain problem facing British uni·
on industrial action .
· versities ..
.

,.

The AUT have still not ruled
out the possibility of industrial
action . Members are in favour of
considering ·a one-day strike probably during third term - and
also the non-marking of final
exams if the settlement is not
agreed. Edinburgh University
AUT wishes to add an amendment to the proposed action ,
suggesting the non-processing of
UCCA forms from school-leavers
applying for 1987-88 entry.
The chairman of the Edinburgh
University AUT, Professor Vandome, refused to comment on the
pay offer before discussing it with
his members. He commenied that
there is overwhelming support
amongst Edin burgh staff for
industrial actio n if a pay deal is not
·struck soon .
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Myles. all of whom will be speaking at the rally between 4.45 pm
and 5 .1 5 pm .
In addition to the speakers, videos will be shown , and food and
games provided . Anyone attending the occupation, which runs all
night, is advised to bring along a
sleeping-bag.
Ms. Presiand told Student of her
hopes to raise awareness today
· among the public and among st udents themselves of the effects of
Government policies on higher
education. These include: student
loans, benefit cuts, university cuts
and the community charge.
Plans for the Day of Action
began a couple of months ago,
after members of the Students'
Representative Council (SRC)
made it clear last term that they

wanted to see something done.
show some concerted action.
EUSA Secretary Iain Catto voiced his hopes for a good turnout ;
"I hope that these events will be a
great success and will show the
public and the Government that
students do care about ed ucation
and have the power to change the
Government 's minds. "
Ms. Presland stressed that the
action today is to be positive , " We
are making demands on the Government instead of the usual reactions against policies," she said.
She also emphasised the importance of today's action as being
exclusive to Edi nburgh University , "This is thebest chance Edinburgh University students have to
show they think education is
important. I want eve ryone to
come along and join with other
students in order to protect their
right to lea rn ."

Lecturers back action
by Paula Collins
AUT Committee will issue a news
Professor Pete r Yandome , letter to lecturers based on StuPresident of the Association of dents' Association plans, but he
University Teachers (AUT) in did not have details of the direcEdinburgh University ,_has given tives . Apparently some lectl!rers
his full support to EUSA 's Day of will cancel ·their own lectures a nd
Action. Speaking to Swdent he tell students to attend the "cramsaid "The Committee have ins" in George Square and Kings
decided to encourage support Buildings instead .
Asked if the Day of Action
among lecturers because we share
with students complaints about would become a platform for griethe under-funding of higher edu- vances about their own pay se ttlecation. " He admitted it was ment, Professor Yandome sa id
impossible to estimate the ·. "Negotiations are at a delicat e
number of lecturers who will ·stage; we have agreed in principle
actively back th e campaign , but to industri al action but final decihe praised it as "an imagin ative sions have not been made. Wh at
initiative" and sa id th at he had no we will be supporting are the proevidence of o pposition to it tests abou t cuts in the higher education budget in general. I ho pe
among staff.
To ensure full co-opera tion the they will be successful "

by Angela Stewart
Several guest speakers will be Will!!"'.!!
contributing their support to
Edinburgh University's occupation action against loans tonight.
Among those speaking during
the evening will be Gavin Strang,
Labour MP for Edinburgh East ,
who is totally opposed to the
introduction of a partial loans system of any kind. Mr Strang
describes the denying of education resources on the scale of the
present government as "criminal"
and he will be attacking the cutbacks on the level of student Gavin Strang and Owen Dudley Edwards to issu~ the rallying call.
-grants.
Keith Smith, the prospective be a loss to developing count ries work , teaching and nursing .
The University history departAlliance candidate for Edinburgh and will lose this country valuable
ment's own Owen Dudley
Pentland and a Professor in the con tacts.
Also speaking will be the Uni- Edwards claims he is "implacably
School of Agriculture at this UniChaplain,
Norman opposed" to a loans system, as he
versity, will be speaking at versity
approximately 5 pm. Mr Smith is Shanks, who believes the intro- is to a ll the proposals of
opposed to loans and will deal duction of a loans system will dis- "Thatcher's government" regardwith the adverse effects on higher criminate against the less alluent ing ed ucation. Mr Edwards will
education caused by government in society , who will be less pre- not doubt have the last word when
underfunding . He is particularly pared to incur loans. He also he states his opinion that this govconcerned by the increasing fees thinks the system would encour- ernment is afraid of an educated
of overseas students which he age students to opt for careers electorate and that by introducing
feels will deter postgraduate study where "money is all " and not for loans it is doing a ll it can to avoid
in this country. This , he says, will less well paid carees such as socia l the possibility , of the ir being one.

Divine dissent over occupation.
outlined the proposals to stude nts
Ms MacDonald says that "the
in the faculty at the last meeting of feeling was that they wanted to be
Students in the Divinity Faculty the Divinity Students' Council , persuaded that ari occupation was
·of the University this week expres- the DSC. Following an extensive worth while but that they were not
sed concern over the occupation discussion , the students "all convinced this was the case".
plans for New College, the centre agreed action was necessary and a
positive thing (to do)", but
of their Faculty, on Thursday.
The Divinity Students' Council
Speaking to Student, Divinity expressed concern about the point then passed a motion strongly
Faculty Convener Lesley Mac- of having an occupation, and the supporting the EUSA action , and
Donald explained that she had proposed venue in New College.
a limited occupation until 11 pm.
After that time the DSC and
divinity students "would be pre-.
APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
pared to disassociate themselves
from th.e action".
by Our News Staff

FOR THE POST OF

PROMOTIONS DIRECTOR
I
All enquiries in writing to
The Convener, EUSPB,
48 Pleasance,
Edinburgh EH8 9TJ.

Despite the DSC's specification
of 11 pm , the Students' Association still plans to occupy New College all night. EUSA Deputy
President Claire McLintock visited the Divinity Faculty informally on Tuesday afternoon to try
to allay the fears of the stude nts
there over the occupation .
Speaking after this visit she told
Student that, in general , the divinity students were happy for the
occupation to go ahead, a nd there
were no major objection~. remaining to this. EUSA's reason for
selecting the New College venue
is that it occupies a prominent
public site, ideal for publicity purposes.

NUS
chain
•
reaction
by Emma Simpson

An attempt by Heriot-Watt students to link arms from Chambers
Street to the Mountbatte n Building in the Grassmarket and the
Art College is just one of the high
profile events that has been
scheduled for the National Union
of Students' Week of Action.
A variety of events ranging
from local activities in colleges to
national events like tomorrow's
Valentine lobby of the Department of Education and Science,
where Essex students will hand
over a giant petition in the form of
a Valentine card , are all part of
the NUS's campaign against the
possible introduction of a loans
ss;heme.
The culmin ation of "this Week
of Action will be a mass demonstration by all students in London
on 21st February. The march will
go through Hyde Park , Westminster and Trafalgar Square.
A spokeswoman for the NUS
said that the main thing was to get
the message of the students' antiloan stance outwi th colleges into
the comm unity, by lealletting.
there will be a big push to get
anti-loans pledges signed in Scotland . In Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt
and six other colleges have all
organised activities this week .
Although the most adventurous
activity has been organised by
Heriot-Watt Students' Association, Napier College students lobbied the Conservative Party headquarters in Edinburgh yesterday.
Today , students at Napier have
been asked to stay away from classes for an hour, and rallies will be
held at each of the sites at 12
noon.
Moray House College had
organised an occupation , where
students crammed into the college
yesterday at 2 pm and will end this
afternoon . Moray House students
will then go o n to the streets, with
Dunfermline Teacher Training
College students, asking the public to sign anti-loans pledges.
These and other colleges all
over Scotland will be holding a
mass demonstration on March 5th
in Edinburgh.

NUS 'debt'
too big
Deliberations over how to
hang the EUSA demonstra.
tion banner, still unresolved
as the Sabbati ca ls sewed furiously over the weekend, were
far e xcelled by the National
Union of Students' abortive
attempt to produce a papicr
mache stunt symbol for their
demonstration next Thu rsday. The huge pyramid-like
structure, labelled " Debt"
was to be carried to 10 Down'.
ing Street where it would be
unlocked by a key marked
" Living Grant" . U nfortunate ly, it was discovered on
the morning after the creation that the structure was too
big to get o ut of the door of
the NUS buildings.

Less for
university
The number of Scottish
applicants to universities last
year was down 6.4% from
16,664 to 15 ,602 , more than
twice the nation al average of
2.9% ( 157,085 down to
152 ,588). The Universities
Central Coun cil on Applications say that the 2.9%
· decrease is more than the fall
in number o f eligible 18- and
19-year-olds. However, the
number of overseas applicants has risen by 9%, 19,468
to 21 , 191 with successful
applicants from overseas at
7 ,628, up by 13. 7% . Successful home appl icants were up
0. 9% to 76,896.

£45,000 for
Festival
The Edinburgh Festival is
to receive a £45 ,000 boost
from the Digital Eq uipment
Company after one of their
executives attended some of
the Festival's events last year.
Commercial sponsorship _was
sought when it was realised
that the Festival's finances
were fl agging. Edinburgh
District Council's grant of
£553 000 has been frozen and
the 'Scottish Arts Council
have only raised the Festival 's gr.a nt by 2% to
£473 ,700.

Labour
letters
Concerned at membe.~~
recent correspondences WI r·
Student , .Edinburgh Unive d
sity Labour Club has resolve
that before any memb~~
writes to the paper under 1 t
club's name he or she rnusb
obtain appr~val at the clu
meeting or from the Execu·
tive. Where this was not Pt~;
sible it was stated,
mem'ber should refrain fr?lll
. . h.1s cIu b pos1uon
mentmnmg
at the foot of their letter.

Split over student games
by Graeme Wilson

Edinburgh's bid for the 1991
World Student Games has been
labelled "a megalomaniac act" by·
councillor Donald Gorrie, the
leader of the District Council's
Alliance group . Ironically this
comes only days after senior Council officials, including top Labour
councillors Mark Lazorowiz and
Jim Henderson , made assurances
that the bid " enjoys all party support. "
The stateme nts by the Council
representatives were made ' at a
Press Conference in the Medowbank Stadium complex wh ere
details of E di nburgh's presentation and prelim inary preparatio ns
were revealed. A lready a detailed
timetable of action has been
worked out to cover the period
between this summer, when the
host city will be chosen in Zagbre ,
and 199( Within this framework
they have estimated the best possible income fo r the G ames as
being a deposit of £1 1.75 million ,
with £23.5 million being the
worst . A similar approach has
concluded that £1 1.J million and
£20.8 million would be the lowest
and highest degrees of expenditure respectively.

Photo: Michael Longstaffe
Meadowbank Stadium: possible student games venue in 1991.

Overall , -the touncil team
·argued .that the mistakes of the
,1986 Commonwealth G ames had
:been learnt , and that if Edinburgh
did successfully win final selection
the organsiation would be a lot
.more professional. This is also
due to the fact that seasoned
administrators will be hired to
.staff the main areas of operation ,
'which include finance, marketing,
media and accommodation .

Yet the ·confidence showri by ·
the Council leaders ·has been
somewhat deflated by the attacks
of Councillor Donald Gorrie , who
homself won a silver medal in the
1955 World Student Games. He
has stated that the Council only
supported a provisional plan to
make a bid , and has not been
allowed to vote on the official bid
now being put forward . Added to
this Mr Gorrie claims that he has

Spying on Zircon
by Gary Duncan
Hundreds of people turned up to
a number of showings of the banned BBC programme on the secret
signals intelligence satellite Zircon
held in Edinburgh last Thursday.
Despite warnings from the
organisers - Edinburgh District
Council , Lothian Regional Council and the Scottish Council for
Civil Liberties (SCCL) - that
anyone watching the film could be
in breach of the Official Secrets
Act , most of those who managed
to obtain one of the lim ited
number of places at the venues
remained to watch, and anyone
who left quickly had their place
taken by one df the numerous
people queuing outside.
The film itself was a low ouality
third generation pirate copy the audiences were treated to a
five second clip of F:astenders during each showing.']}<: main allegation made in the programme is
that the expenditure of £500 mill10n on the Government's planned
Zircon signals intelligence satellite was concealed from parliament in general, and from the
House of Commons Public
Accounts Committee in particular. The presenter and
researcher of the programme,
Duncan Campbell , outlined how
the existence of the satellite had
been revealed through a British
Aerospace press release by mistake, and how a subsequent edition of the same release had been
amended to cover up the satelhte's position. He went on to out-

line his allegation that the existence of the project should have
been revealed to the Public
Accounts Committee , and had
not been. The most sttiking
episode in what is surprisingly a
somewhat low key fi lm was when
Campbell casually dropped a
question about the satellite into
his conversation with Sir Ronald
Mason, the former Chief Scientific Adviser to the Ministry of

been denied information about
the work on this proposal , something which in his experience of
Council matters is "unprecedented".
Beyond this he is concerned
that accommodation will probe to
be a bigger obstacle to overcome
than his Labour colleagues seen to
believe. In his view somewhere
like Pollock is vital for an event
which will probably require up to
.. 10,000 residential places to cope
with atheletes and officials, and
he sees suggestions that hotel and
boarding houses accomodation
could be employed as ridiculous.
His fin al worry was that the World
Student games may not attract a
lot of media attention as "It's not a
very 'sexy' event , and a lot of the
.necessary sponsorship hangs on .
such coverage. If this source of
income does not come through Mr
Gorrie feels that Edinburgh could
see another financial disaster on
the lines of the 1986 Commonwealth Games.
Despite the Council's internal
divisions Edinburgh , and its
British rival Sheffield, put their
respective bids to the Selection
Committee in London yesterday ,
but as yet the results are
unknown.

by Jacqueline Brown

.
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Edtnburgh University Students' Association has organised
two showings of the banned BBC
Z~rcon programme tonight. One
Will be shown to students as "an
~me rtai nm e nt " at today's occupa10n tn New College. The programme will also be screened at
<;;ambers Street Union and this
.s owing is open to memlfersofthe
public.
_
Sabba tical Treasure~ David

changes
by Elaine Logue
The
Croham
Committee
which was set up by the Govern'.
ment to investigate the operations
of the University Grants Committee (UGC), which funds all universities , has suggested sweeping
reforms.
The committee was disturbed
by the UGC's constitution. It felt
that the large percentage of
Department of Education and
Science staff who sat on the committee and advised it led to a lack
of independence from Government and he wanted to prevent
this .
The report's proposals include
giving the chair of the UGC to a
top industrialist. It suggests that
this will lead to more efficient use
,of the money available for higher
,education. The committee also
wants a new post of DirectorGeneral of the UGC created to
mimic the industry model of chairman and chief executive working
as a pair.
No mention was made of haviing a separate institution to deal
with Scottish universities' fund-·
ing, somethil)g that had been
suggested previously, notably in
the STEAC report. .
.

International Week
by Sophie Peterson
Monday of week six heralds the
beginning of International Week .
Every year the event, run by the
'International Week Society .and
the External Affairs Committee
holds meetings , shows films and
following on from the success of
last year will devote each day of
International Week to a certain
country.
The events , detailed in What's
On , will include lunches in the
Chaplaincy Centre, exhibitions in
the Mandela Centre and the band
A ge of Chance will be playing on
behalf of International Week on
Saturday 21st , in Potterrow.
'fhe International Week will
include many societies from the

lie
meeting
with
Duncan
Campbell at 9 pm. Campbell did
not arrive until 11 pm , and for
most of the intervening period
several hundred people waited
patiently, first in the rain outside
the Lothian Regional Chamber ,
and later in the pubs in the area ,
before moving down to the rearranged meeting in the Edinburgh District Council Chambers.
When Campbell did arrive , to a
rnpturous welcome, he began
a somewhat melodramatic, but
impressive speech with the words ,
"The reign of terror has
started ... who is immune from
this wave of oppression when she
demands revenge ."
He went on to say that "It
would appear ·that the Gopvernment has gone ahead with a project costing hundreds of millions
of pounds without any proper by Miranda Chitty
authority. Now , when it is found
British Rail are offering huge
out it is trying to use every possifare reductions to students
ble means to frighten all those
throughout March , in order to
who wish to show it." Campbell
promote the sale of the Young
condemned the raid on the BBC's
Glasgow offices referring to "the Persons' Railcard.
Low Saver ticket prices will be
outrageous . warrant
which
reduced by a system where tickets
allowed atrawl of the whole BBC
normally costing over £40 will be
premises ... "
reduced to £12, those normally
One ironic aspect of the affair
was, Campbell said , that " I costing between £20 and £40 will
be reduced to £8 , and those norhaven't even been asked where I
mally costing under £20 will be
heard about Zircon from! "
reduced to £4.
He singled out the Piime MinisThe offer is open to all holders
ter as the central culprit in the of the Young Persons' Railcard ,
cover-up saying that "she was so ·which costs £12 and is available to
o.bsesse~ with stopping Parlia- all students and people under 26.
ment from seeing the film that she There are however certain restric!orgot about the rest 'of us ."

Moray C. Grant
Anti-Apartheid Society and
Friends of Palestine to the French
and German Societies. It is hoped
that the week , which has a political and cultural focus , will bring
everyone together in the celebration of each particular countrv.

Cheap student fares

Graphic: Adrian

Defence. At this point Mason's
mouth drops open for several long
moments, before he says that he
cannot comment on the Zircon
project. .
After the showings, the audi~nce were invited to attend a pub-

EUSA to show banned programme today
and Gary Duncan

UGC

Duncan has taken legal advice
about showing the programme.
He was told that "the showing of
the film without the BBC's consent is a breach of copyright and
the Students' Association would
be open to accounting for damages . It is also a breach of the Official Secrets Act and EUSA would
be in danger of prosecution and/or
a civil claim under the Official .
Secrets Act."
Mr Duncan has decided to go
ahead and show the programme in
oonjunction with the Scottish

Council for Civil Liberties
(SCCL). He is aware that the
SCCL and himself as an individual
are both liable to prosecution.
Mr Duncan is taking responsibility for the decision to show the
programme. He considered proposing a motion at the Students'
Representative Council meeting
on Tuesday, asking them to ratify
showing the film . However, as
positive backing would have made
SRC members legally accountable for the showing as well , no
motion was brought up . Instead

lions ; . offer tickets may not be
used on a Friday, and all low price
'journeys must 'be completed by
31st March.
British Rail are aiming "to promote the sale of the Young Persons' Railcard at a time when the
trains are quiet''. Similar offers
took place in 1985 and 1986,
though the latter being less successful than the former, an addi.tional offer was arranged in September to encourage new students·
to buy the Railcard.
Other fare changes were made
by British Rail in the New Year.
While rail fares in Southern England went up, those concerning
the North West England were
substantially reduced.

Aberdeen

AIDS talk

Mr Duncan raised the topic for
informal discussion as this does
not affect the legal position of
members.
.
A special students' AIDS conThe SCCL approached EUSA ference was held in Aberdeen at
to ask if a union building could be the weekend. No delegates from
used to show the film in. Mr Dun- Edinburgh were sent to the concan decided that it is important to ference which highlighted the fact
let the public see it. He described that around 1,000 people, mainly
the programme and the threat of young people and drug abusers,
prosecution under the Official had the virus. in Scotland. It was
Secrets Act as a "calculated risk" . predicted that one third of them
No action, it is now thought, is ·would go on to develop the dislikely to be taken against those ease within the next two years.
,
who watch the film.

GROUND LING
Goes to the Bedlam

by Sarah Forsyth
The inter-university quiz "A
Question of Degree" opened last
week with a resounding victory
for Edi nbu rgh over Aberdeen , in
the first rouod of the tournament,
at Broadcasting House in Glasgow.
The combined skills of Jane
Rogerson , Peter McCormack ,
Cheow-Lay Wee and the Dean of

"I've come for the auditions."
"In there."
.. .......... (to indicate passage of
indicate
time) ................. . (to
more passage of time) .......... .... ..
(to indicate another passage of
time still longer than the first).
Finally somebody emerged, looking important, at least I assumed
he was important as he was all
dressed in black (it was at this
point that I noticed that I was just
about the only person not in black.
I dreaded having to take my overEdinburgh's winning students at the Question of Degree quiz: Peter
coat off, I didn't even have a fee perhaps? No, surely not, we're
McCormack, Jane Rogerson, Cheow-Lay Wee.
poloneck on underneath- though only been in action for a few
I have gone one, honestly).
minutes. Impro, as it turned out
"Okay guys" he said "on stage wasn't coffee at all, we were told t~
Law , Prof. Neil MacCormick , on topics such as cu~rent affairs,
for
the
warm
up."
Warm
up?
It
of
educational
history
,
knowledge
kept the team ahead of Aberdeen
GET IN CHARACTER. I must
had to be at least a few press ups admit to thinking that my Clint
throughout the match , concluding institutions, policies, and trick
and
some
silly
games.
"Lie
on
your
with a triumphant 57 points to questions, with both individual
Eastwopod character was rather
backs. Now I was definitely good, still we were asked to say
and bell/buzzer questions. The
Aberdeen's 35.
lie
on
my
back?
What
for?
uneasy,
The St Andrew's team, com- buzzer-happy Professor MacCorsomething, so I said; ''Go ahead,
I'd heard of theatres being hot you punk person, just don't push
peting against Glasgow Univer- mick , Edinburgh's " personality"
beds of iniquity but this was me too far or I'll get pretty
sity, then emulated Edinburtgh 's member, was particularly impresridiculous. " Relax . . . relax .. . annoyed." I don 't think they liked
victory by defeating the Glasgow sive in spite of mistakingly
relax (okay, got that one) and drift this because I was then ordered to
attributing the "Pot Black" televiteam by 53 points to 40.
away ... far away .. : for get your play a fairy (it might also have had
Participants were questioned sion theme tune to "Eastenders".
worries ..• drift away ... "Well, something to do with the fact that I
I didn't take much trouble drifting had been forced to take my overaway but forgetting my worries, coat off by now , and my yellow
that was different, after all my cat shirt was revealed). "A fairy?" I
was sick again this morning, my · said, " do I have to? • .. how do you
that students would be expected icy. Angus Mcintosh , President of
grandmother's got corns again play a fairy?"
to pay (at least some of) this the EU Social Democratic Club,
and broken her false teeth for the
commented
that:
"This
shows
that
I guess I must have been pretty
charge, and that 71 % of students
tenth time this month and then impressive because I got a part 8
favoured the Alliance policy of a ' students want nothing to do with: there's that essay .•.
third . assistant Spearholder. My
local income tax (based on an . poll tax. However, it is frustrating
"Okay guys, time for some mother will be proud of me.
individual's abi lity to pay), as that such a small number of stuimpro." lmpro? a new kind ofcofknow
what
the Alliance pol- . ._
Graphic:
Rory
MacBeth
opposed to 5% who favoured the dents
rates
reform."
_____________
_ __ _
__
__ __ __
icy is on
"poll tax" and 24% who favoured.
Partly because of the work done
the present rating system.
Perhaps unfortunately for the by the club in the past , opposition
club, only 14% of students were to the poll tax has now been
actually aware that the local adopted by EUSA as part of the
income tax was the Alliance's pol- campaign of action this week.
by Gary Duncan

SDC take up the poll axe
by Tom Bradby
The Edinburgh University
Social Democratic Club's " PoleAxe the Poll Tax" campaign has
shown that those Edinburgh University students surveyed are
overwhelmingly opposed to the
proposed tax .
The club conducted a survey.of
367 students and discovered that
74% of students were aware of the
Government's plans to introduce
a "poll tax", that 60% were aware

Mandela nominated

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
American
protect
and survive

money required to freeze rents
was only one-sixth of the SCR's·
hospitality budget.
·

AMERICA: Valentine's Day
for many of America's colleges
will change from the romantic to
the practical. Saturday will mark
the start of National Condom
Week. The campaign is actually a
publicity stu nt by one of the new
companies trying to corner a share
of the market. The festiv ities during the week will include the outlandish dropping of water melonsized inflatable condoms from
rooftops , selling T-shirts with
signs suggesting students to "keep
a rubber on hand" and free distribution of condoms.

BANGOR: .This week , Bangor
University students are devoting
their ene rgy towards the antiloans campaign. Monday and
Tuesday saw a flurry of leaflets
throughout the university promoting the week of events and a petition was passed through the halls.
T he NUS on Wednesday had an
all-day lecture veto and Thursday
(today) could possibl y see a lobby
of local authorities. Finally,
tomorrow there will be a mass distribution of leaflets within tht:
town by the students.

One rent
strike ...

Legal threat over
racist 'slur'

OXFORD: Hertford College
JCR has finally won its longstanding dispute with the College
authorities , which resulted in a
first month rent strike - but only
after they had gone to independent arbitration. The dispute
erupted after the Senior Common
Room (SCR) , the ruling body of
academics in each college, had
fixed the rent increase at 5.2% ,
despite a grant increase of only
•2% last year combined with
benefits losses due to the Fowler
.Review. While other colleges
negotiated successfully, Hertford
found their olfly resort was the
Oxford favourite, the rent strike.
They had a good case, as the

BRADFORD: Bradford University Students' Union has been
threatened with legal action by
Conservative MP John Carlise.
Mr Carlisle, who is well known for
his hard right-wing views, has
written to the Union demanding
that they withdraw an alleged
accusation that Mr Carlisle was
"overtly racist". Mr Carlisle has
stated that unless he receives a
public retraction he will sue.
However, the Students' Union
are having problems tracing the
remark as it was made at a General Meeting and not minuted. If
General Meetings are the same
the world over they probably
won't have many witnesses either.

More anti-loans

Anti-loans
action
BRISTOL University is having
a week of events. They are in
opposition to the proposed education cuts currently sweeping
through the whole country.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday were days devoted towards
demonstrations , one of which
took place outside the county
council offices. Today (Thursday)
will see an occupation by the students (the whereabouts of which
is still unknown to us) and on Friday a debate between local
spokespeople for educ<jtion and
NUS officers.

Union cuts
BRADFORD: Following a
£42 ,000 deficit last year , Bradford
Union are set to face a similar
deficit next year after a shortfall in
their university grant. Despite a
£15,000 loan from the university
and also £5,000 that they were
owed, the Union grant has been
cut by the university after further
cuts in government funding. The
Union operates a full range of services including three bars, disco ,
union shop , travel office, print
room , welfare services and mini
buses, but anticipates that these
will be cut if further loss is incurred .

Compiled by
Kirsty Cruickhsank and
Joanne Moody

On Tuesday evening, Nelson
Mandela was nominated for election to the position of Honorary
President of the Students' Association (EUSA) by the SRC. This is
despite the clause in EUSA's constitution which specifies that anyone nominated as an Honorary
P.resident must receive the nomination ''for services rendered to
the students of the University".
The nomination is, therefore,
technically unlawful.
The SRC passed the nomination by 23 votes to seven, with a
number of abstentions .
Earlier this week , a motion was
proposed by Paul Davies and
Mark Wheatley, the Arts Faculty
Convener, in an attempt to make
it possible for Mandela to be
nominated and elected lawfully
within the EUSA constitution.
The motion proposed the deletion of the clause in the constitution requiring nomination for an
Honorary Presidency to be "in
recognition of services rendered ".
However, this failed to achieve
the necessary two-thirds majority
vote of the ten members of the
SRC Executive and was defeated .
The full SRC has now passed a
second motion asking the Executive to reconsider its decision.
Nevertheless, it has been noted
that even if the motion to propose
the deletion of the "services
rendered" requirement to the
next General Meeting (GM) had
been passed by the Executive , and
the GM of members (all Edinbur2h Univ\!rsity students) had

President Mandela?
also passed the proposal , it would
still have to be ratified by the Uni·

versity's ruling body, Court , and
this could not be done in time for
Mandela to be lawfully elected by
the next GM.
The SRC nomination of Nelson
Mandela for an Honorary Pres!·
dency will , therefore, be put to
the next General Meeting, where
a majority of two-thirds (and .a
minimum of300votes) in.favouri ~
required for his election. A1
Edinburgh University students
are entitled to attend and vote.
Informed sources were suggest-h
ing this week that the Edinbur~
University Conservative Ass~~:
tion was considering the possi 1 •
ity of taking court action to pr~
vent Mandela from being ~I.ec~eof
or from holding the pos111o
Honorary President "unlaW·
fully ".

IF YOU THINK IT'S NEWS
call the Student newsdesk on
5581117/8 Ext 0 or
667 1011 Ext 4496.
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Moral Education
I'm glad that I'm not starting university this year.
For a start, I don't fancy having to take out a loan to
cover my education and then having to pay it back
when I eventually start working - as well as income
tax. Yuk. Besides, .my mum and dad think It might
be a bit expensive and as they.'re retired, well, they
couldn't afford to give me any more money. And as
far . as living in a Oat is concerned, you don't get.
many housing benefits. I'd be better off on the dole.
·I wish those lucky buggers at Edinburgh would do
· something about it. I mean, I've got as many
Highers as them.
No chance •. You see, after four years here I've
·made the discovery that some Edinburgh students
are inherently selfish. As long as they can afford to
come here and can guarantee themselves a sparkling
. job at the end of it, that's all they care about. They
don't care about those potential students who have
already been put off gaining a degree because of
financial reasons. So, they're alright and stuff
·anyone else. That is downright SELFISH and a sad
indictment of the supposedly top "intelligentsia" of
this country.
There also seems to be a prevalent view that the
only reason to come to university is to get a good
degree and get a good job. Careerism at its worse.
Of course we all want to do well, improve ourselves,
make our parents proud. But there's more to it than
sitting in a library for four years and getting pissed
in Teviot on a Friday night. The Scottish education
system was originally designed to give full, rounded
academic and character education to all. If four
years at university turns you into a money- grabbing, selfish, moral coward, then I wish you'd
stayed at home.
The Government has argued that the loans system
is fa ir because those who participate in Higher
Education benefit and should contribute to the
system. But we already do, through taxes for the
rest of our working lives. And if we're going to get
better jobs then we'll pay more tax. Even if I don't
intend having children, I don't mind contributing
towards the care of those that do through taxes to
maternity care, school education, etc. It's all about
compassion and caring for all. Maybe those about to
benefit from education should be doing something
about those who will not have a chance to benefit.
So it all comes down to "doing something",
doesn't it? EUSA, that notorious "tiny minority" of
activists is doing something today, in common with
most of the other universities and colleges in the UK.
Maybe you don't ·agree with the ways in which ·
they're showing their support, so why not contribute some ideas and views from now on,
instead of sitting back and criticising. I would also
remind you that this "t.iny minority of activists" are
also the people that put ori all your entertainm~nts ,
keep your food cheap, complain and represent on
your behalf to acadeJnics, landlords, University and
housing benefit. ·
-.
.. .
. .
I'm sorry if you find this editorial patromsmg,
condescending or anything else. But I find. the selfcentred, careerist values held by some stu~ents
more patronising than any editorial I could wn~e. I
have absolutely no qualms about pursuing my
beliefs. This has very little to do with (party)
politics, but a gr~t deal to do with moral standards.

Frankly I don't give a damn Dear Editor,
Why are scime students trying
to give our university an undesirable image? By this I refer to the
organisation of events scheduled
·
for the 12th of February.
The majority of students are
here to have a good time, to meet
new people , to get a degree, and
then to leave and get a job. Most
students couldn't give a damn
about active politics. To discuss it
is considered intellectual but to ·
.actively pursue your beliefs shows
ignorance. In fact students prefer
not to be associated with any form
of political activity - it usually
means trouble.
A tiny minority of students
seem set to try and ruin our uni-
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Dear Editor,
In his letter of 26th Jan., Malcolm MacLeod refers to "the present
sycophancy
being
demonstrated by some of your
'journalists'", and suggests that
editorial control of Student by the
SRC would ensure the greater
independence of the paper.
This is no nsense.
I would be extremely interested
to see
any
examples
of
"sycophancy" towards the Association in any Student news story,
that Mr MacLeod can produce. I
don't believe however, that he
will be able to find any.
Student's news policy has been ,
is , and will continue to be one of
unbiased , objective journalism
and factual reporting of what is
taking place both inside and outside the Association and the University. Objective analysis will be
used fro m time to time to clarify
some points to the paper's readers.
It is categorically not the function of news to be either sycophantic to , or to attack sabbaticals or
EUSA- tho ugh we will be happy
to report a ny such attacks made
by others as object ively as we will
continue to report their pl ans and
actions.
It is for o ur reade rs, not us, to
decide th at the "sabbaticals are
doi ng a good job," o r alternatively that their fingers need to be
"extracted
from
(their)
· backsides ," as Malcolm puts it.
The readers of Student are capa.ble of deciding these things without our, or the SR C's help.
Yours etc ,
Gary Duncan
News Editor
Student

1

Never£ nders

all of us studenis and not just th_e
group of idiots concerned.
My suggestion would be to take
a machine-gun along to the lecture hall on Thursday and mow
down everyone involved . This
might be considered over-the-top
. but what a superb opportunity
that would be. To extinguish so
many political .activists'.and trou- ·
ble-makers (and future strikers) ·
in one fell swoop might be the first.
step towards clearing an the scum
out of our society, so that Britain could become more efficient and
internationally competitive in the
future.
M. Inglis

UtJ1v£R.~'T')" L.161tAR.>'/
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that's it

C.C""i°«..€

CV cramming

Dear Editor,
Re 'Cra m-in' in EU premises.
What a fantastic advertisement
for an EU student. 'I was involved
in the university library sleep-i n of
Feb, 12th , 1987.' What a marvellous piece of information to head
your CV with. How many jobs

would you get? With the exception of a place on Lambeth
Borough Council - Bugger All.
How long must the majority of
students suffer this pathetic, useless sensationalism?
Yours,
D. Davidson

Student sit-in
Dear Editor,
In view of the latest pitiful
increase in student grants , and the
imminent threat of the introduc_tion of a loan scheme, it is with
considerable regret that I point
out yet another menace which·
challenges the educational standards of this university; namely
the state of the library toilets .
For the serious · student , time
spent upon the lavatory provides
an interlude of relaxation which
helps offset the stresses of the day ,
and it is distressing that these
moments of blissful solitide have ,
of necessity, to be punctuated by
coughs and snatches of song, in
order to deter unwelcome visits
from other potential bog-users.

Surely some sort of locking
mechanism can be provided which
will enable us to crap in peace.
A second problem is that toilet
rolls and paper towels seem to be
rather
unevenly
distributed .
throughout the building, hence
the hygiene - conscious student
feels compelle~ to make a tour of
the lavatories before he can
achieve the successful completion
·of the iask: ..
I
hope
the
appropriate ·
authorities take heed of my complaints. If not I would welco111e
the support of other readers in a
campaign to "Save Our Bogs!"
Yours etc.,
Jack Mathieson.
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vers1t1es image for everyone else.
Is this fair? When you tell a potential employeI that you are from
Edinburgh University you don 't
want him to associate the name
with senseless political -activity.
But that is what is likely to happen
if these idiots aren 't stopped.
·
The 'cram-in' which has been
organised for the 12th of February
will just epitomise the total patheticness of this 'political activity'.
,All it will achieve is total disruption for the students who should
have a lecture . And any publicity
. generated from the 'cram-in' will
be bad publicity. People will just
sneer and say to themselves
'pathetic little students'. But they
will associate these thoughts with
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Big Jesse

MICRODISNEY
Hoochie Coochie

The Wishing Stones will
probably never be popstars
and they seem to hold no illusions as to this. Herein lies
their strength. They play perfectly charming, unassuming
pop/rock of the 60's garage
variety which fails to offend
and even induces a smile at
times.
Their old single The Hanging
Tree sounded very nice but the
assembled masses were here for
Microdisney after all.
"Yes. Ready . Camping it it up
with the cops all along the Cathal's crooked smile.
Crooked Mile" - an exerpt from me all of your clothes and Begging
Microdisney's sleeve notes. These
Bowl (Sows ears and all that , I
wild men of Cork, God forgive me suppose).
Forgetting these , the
for saying it , exhibit on vinyl an
cobwebs in festing their records
almost unswerving devotion to were blown clean away on stage.
tedium . This trait is particularly
Good but hitherto dullish songs .
evident on their new LP Crooked were delivered with such vivacity ,
Mile. Having said this I still force and clarity as to warm the
bought it , out of some misguided coldest heart.
The
allegiance. Live at the Hoke new single Town to Town went
Cokey however they were a band down a treat , possibly indicating
transformed , heartily abandoning its imminent chart success. Mictheir pursuit of things monoton- rodisney left the stage to the
ous. No dull sticks here with · heartfelt refrain of " I'm never
which to beat our backs. The few right, am I?" from Catha!. We
exceptions being songs like Give cned " Come back! You' re a visio:

nary genius and a beautiful sensuous man ." Truly , we lied. Whatever about their ge ni us they are an
unprepossessing sight, . making
few concessions to the whimsical
dictates of fashion . Nevertheless
they gave us two encores which
consisted of Mrs Simpson and
some wonderfully bawdy country
and western standards. Microdisney_were certainl y good, the best
band I've seen at the Hooch· for a
long , long time . Forgive them
their sleeve notes. "Sorry. I am
Ignorant. " A fi nal excerpt.
Blaise Drummond

THE PRIMEVALS
That's a bloody stupid headline!

JESSE RAE
The Venue

Walking where the Bay
City Rollers had feared to
tread came Jesse Rae, a force
ofTartan, ~highland novelty,
with his head helmeted and his
broadsword swinging.
Joining him on stage were The
Thistles, two bonnie lassies, si nging backing vocals, dressed for
parts in a British Caledonian commercial. The only sign of musicians came from a video screen,
which flashed soft focus images of
Highland splendour and the faces
of the anonymous guitarist or
drummer who had helped make
the horrible dreary disco music.
No doubt they were too embarrassed to show their faces.
Around this mire of cliched
music and gimmicky presentation

Photo: Oliver Lim
waltzed Jesse Rae. Spinning
through the crowd in a ridiculous
fashion then returning to the stage
to catch his breath , adjust his vision (he too was afraid to show his
face) and sing a few more lines
concerning William Wallace 's
sexual prowess , or happy days by ·
burn and brae.
And so he entertained, with the
audience charmed by his eccentricity, and for a moment we all
believed that this man was for
real, se riously caught up in his
dreams of Scotland 's heroic past.
The show sped through bad
song after bad song, and each one
was more acceptable than the last ,
building towards the musical
climax of the evening Over the
sea, Rafs only merit worthy creation. The crowd relished these
moments , captivated , with only
the video screen to remind them
of the artificiality.
James Annesley

The Venue

What did you do on Friday
night then? Clearly not
enough of you escaped your
flatmates' Ultravox tapes and
went to see the completely
groovy Primevals instead.
It having become apparent
that , due to scant publicity , noone else was going to turn up , the
band took the stage and proceeded to thrash and twang their
way through a dozen or so songs
before an "embarrasingly small
Venue 'crowd ' .
Though at times the two
leather-trousered
guitarists
looked a trifle dejected- finding
time for the occasional smoke between chord changes - this was
more than made up for by the
manic twitching, writhing and
sheer presence of Neanderthaloid
singer and long-haired Michael
Rooney. 'We're trying, but we
need some help you know ;' he
growled before beginning to

C'mon everybody! Boogie! That means both of you ...
Photo: John Maloney
clamber round the roof supports audience which , shocked into
in apelike fashion (presumably action by the band 's willingness to
searching for the fan-filled bal- oblige , managed to generate
cony which, frankly , he had as about as much noise as could
much chance of locating as Mark reasonably be expected from such
Knopfler has of writing an· a small gathering - earni ng woninteresting song) and challenging derful Saint Jack , as a genuine
the diminutive , sedentary assem- encore.
Seminal they may not be , but
bly below to show some vestige of
these Primevals certainly deserve
an imation .
' Fuck off, replied one particu- better than this.
Bruce Hopkins
larly eloquent card within the

I~ lookknow~lookknow ~]
Well, if you missed the
absolutely magnificent Microdisney at the Hoochie
Coochie last Friday you have
only yourself to blame. Certainly
there's
nothing
remotely to compare in what
looks like being a fairly dull
week music-wise.
Tonight of course we'll all be
enjoying ourselves at the occupation - certainly it should be more
fun than Heart Industry in the
··slightly les5 divine surroundings of
the Venue. The Venue does offer a
couple of more interesting shows
at the weekend with the Alexander
Sisters bringing along an anarchic
blend or satire and folk music on
Friday, and Auchtermuchty's own
Proclaimers being all very ver·
nacular on Saturday. Actually the
Proclaimers are about to sign a big
bucks deal with Chrysalis (who
obviously don't watch The Tube)
so this could be your last chance to
see them before they hit major
stardom statUS (no, I don't believe
it either .•• ). >

Nearer home you could support
EUSA by going to Teviot on Friday
and paying £5 to see Zeke Manyika, The New York Pig Funkers,
a full steel orchestra, various
films, pizzas, potatoes (possibly
even The Proclaimers .•. ?) etc.,
etc. Personally I still hold a great
grudge against Zeke for ruining
my favourite Scottish group
Orange Juice, but he's supposed to
be very good live and the fun does
go on all night .... If you're still
feeling the effects of the occupation, and can't last the pace at
Teviot, Pop Will Eat Itself on Friday at the Hoochie Coochie might
be suitably refreshing. Watch
yourselves, though, as these boys
are notorious for rock 'n' roll
debauchery.
Playing at the Onion Cellar this
Monday are J()(J() Violins, more
fresh-faced jangly guitars with lots
of melody and lots or fringe. Actually better than most of that ilk.

Edinburgh Musicians' Collective hold their first gig at Wilkie
House on Fri~ay, comprising We

Free Kings, The Radium Cats and
theDog-faced Hermans. Admission a mere pound, with a student
card. More expensive by far is Nik
Kersliawat the Playhouse on Wednesday. I remember him when he
had waist-length hair and played
acid rock in Essex pubs. Those
were the days.
TV highlight this week is probably Northanger Abbey (BBC 2,
Sunday) but it has no connection
with music so I'd better not mention it . ... The Tube this week features more of Paula's anatomy and
Tom Verlaine (playing along with
Love and Money - yeurgh) and
Hurrah! Whistle Test has mother
and daughter country duo The
Communards, and gay disco duo
The Judds (watch out for the vulture eyes!) (BBC 2, Wednesday).
For those of you who like a touch of
horror on a Saturday night look
out for the utterly disgusting Gary
Kemp in Spandau Ballet Through the Barricades, a Tube
special (Channel 4).

I've been asked to m~ntion a
club night at the West Ender in
Morrison Street on Saturdays.
Calling itself the Blood Thirsty
Pig, its choice of music looks
interestingly alternative. Admission is one pound with a card and
possibly worth missing Sportscene
for.

Who is this rushing past with !O
LPs? Oh yes, it's Sandra Mackm·
tosh, lucky winner ofour never-to·
be-forgotten competition - Stu·
dent Music Pages - we love our
readers, and a happy Valentine's
Day to you all.
ArnY
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World Part One:
This week Jane Carlton set off in the direction of
Schoolhouse Management to talk to Bruce Findlay, manager
of Simple Minds . ..

Brooce!
Think of Penfold out of "Dangermouse", add a plush
office on Frederick Street with enough palm trees and yucca
plants to stock the Botanics and you have Bruce Findlay,
manager of Simple Minds, China Crisis, The Silencers and
Muriel Gray. Daunting, eh? Not a bit, words flow out of
Bruce's mouth like butter on a Mr Spud tattie, and the few
gaps in our conversation were filled by burping greenfly.
Bruce, born and bred in Edinburgh some 43 years ago, is probal)ly
better known as owner of Bruce' s Record Shop. How was that
started? "My Mum used to have a record shop in Falkirk, so on
Saturdays I'd meddle around and give a hand. Then after leaving
school and having sorted my head out, man, I worked on and off in a
few record stores. That was great- I had my own section called 'Our
Nice Sounds', real hippy flower-power and LSD. I even called my
daughter Sally Miranda -she's never forgiven me!" Bruce's brother
opened a s hop in Falkirk that was so successful that Bruce's Record
Shop seemed the next logical step. Next came the independent label
Zooni which bought out records by PVC2 and The Zones.

H.L. is the man who once
employed my flat-mate's
father's
friend
from
Kirkcaldy. A man of the
people, shunning his Etonian
roots to bring us JAZZ.
He's certainly a friendly wee.
chapee , chatting away in bis
friendly , " the next song is ... ",
radio-presenter style. Smiling
benignly at his merry jazzmen and
his appreciative audience he led
us through a couple of short sets of
tuneful jazz. There was the odd
trad. number , a few things by
Duke Ellington and several more
contemporary pieces, including
some of his own .
His excellent seven-member
band included the blistering blues
pianist Stan Greig , (may be this
description is exaggerated but it is
wonderfully alliterative) ; his solo
spot was a performance of Rollem

·uumph letting it rip atthe Queen's Hall.

Pete by Joe Turner and Pete
Johnson. Another disarming
episode was supplied by Bruce
Turner and John Barnes performing a humourous little duet for
saxaphones , Step Right Up.
The end of this , all too brief,
concert was signalled by a shocking degree of honesty. Instead of
making us go through the boring
ritual of.the encore.we were given

Photo: Paul Hutton

the encores wiihout the band even
leaving the stage. On top of ail that
the final song, one of Humjlh's
own, was a treat - a percussive
piece of Caribbean carousing.
This was not a world-shattering
concert -and it gives no room for
a world-shattering review , but it
was worth the money I didn't have
to pay to see it.
JamesJv,z

PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Playhouse

And Simple Minds? "It wasn't my ambition to become a manager;
I kinda fell into it. Simple Minds needed some advice, and I heard
their demo -instant love. I went to most of their gigs, and six months
later became their manager." Another logical step. Bruce overflows
with praise for the band. ''Pop music today is a question of wearing a
pair of ripped jeans a la Psychedelic Furs, it's crazy. Simple Minds
and China Crisis have no great poppy image. They write great songs,
very melodic and they've never flaunted a sexual image - no crotch
·pictures. T heir image is,rumost a piss-take - Possible Sorts of Pop
Songs Vol. II you know? They try to demystify the nonsense that
journalists want, the 'Hey, I'm weird, look at me'. It's a piece of
shit.'_
' _ _ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OK, so the Playhouse is a
pretty crappy venue anyway,
but this has got to be one of
the worst atmospheres of any
concert I've ever been to. It
wasn't the Furs' fault but the
audien~e's, who were apparently suffering from rigor
mortis, though I did notice
somebody's little toe wiggle at
the rendition of Pretty in
Pink.

And M uriel Gray? "One of The Tube' s presenters suggested I
managed her. I didn't like to ask her, she didn't like to ask me .•• but
eventually we made it. I sort out what she can do, the good 'n' bad
news. She's a great girl, doesn't play safe. Her hai.r , costumes, she's
fashionably unfashionable. Some people can't stand her voice,, 'Bellow, how are yoou!' Some adore her. I love her!"

On Muriel Gray: "She's a great girl, she's
fashionably unfashionable."
Bruce is a vinyl junkie'- Buddy Holly, Fats Domino, Beatles, Bob
Dylan, Sex Pistols ("great C'Jtalysts, but a load of shit"), St~nes. • • ·
What about today's music? "I'm always excited by new thmgs, but
right now there's not much around. Perhaps A Girl Called Johnny,
but they're naive, talking of Glasgow as the be-all and end-all. It's hip
to be from there now - before it was Glasgow, OK, where the men
are men and so are half the women. I've no time for people who say
'It's OK for you, you come from over there'. Stop fucking moaning
and go and get on with it!"
.
Yeah, I think I might before the next greenfly attack: Simple Min~
are mixing a live album, China Crisis .h ave started tlJerr tour• Mu?el
Gray is back and forth to Newcastle lJlld The Silencers are recording
With RCA records. It's not only the greenfly who are busy in Bruce's
office.

Margarita said, a merry twinkle in her eye, ''I don't like
little boys, I prefer real men!"
The Fizzbombs, a gaggle of hard rockin', hard lovin'
women, and Angus! No, they're not like that at all. A
psychedel~c, punk rock happening in.one twenty minute set.
Three girls and a boy, a handful of songs to take on "long,
dreamy, country walkS" and a spoonful of medicine to help
the sugar go down!
INCEST! As always with any decent Edinburgh band, The
Fizzbombs have a family tree that looks like spaghetti •.Margarita
(guitar, vocals) is in Rote KapeHe and Jesse Garon And The
Desoeradoes Ann (bass) used to drum for the Shop Assistants, Katy
{vocals) has a brother who used to play for Altered Images and Flesh,
and Angus' (drums) girlfriend Donalda sings for Meat Whiplash.

On Simple Minds: ''they've never flaunted
a sexual image - no crotch pictures."
Two years later , China Crisis rapped at the door. Bruce had h~a~d
a demo and specially liked African in White. After touring Britain
with Simple Minds, be became their manager. Aren't their songs safe
music for safe people? " No! People turn round and say to me that
music's pop, not rock, crap! It's pop and rock. China Crisis come
from big Liverpudlian Catholic families; they're like Simple Minds,
feel the frustration and reflect it in their songs. You get these boy
journalists who come along and say (Bruce does a Larry Grayson
mime) 'I just think you ' re a bit wimpy' , and you say ' And what do you
mean by wimpy! wimp?' Know what I mean?"

The Fizzbombs will be exploding upon your consciousness .
sometime later this year. Anticipating their impact is our
man on the spot Andrew TuHy.

;'Wild" Dickie Butler
The Furs themselves , Richard
Butler, his brother T im , and John
Ashten , were looking good but
the division between them and the
backing back was made painfully
o bvio us by placing the four blackclad musicians behind them on a
higher leve l. The o pening, aided
by a good deal of lights and The Fizzbombs: Katy, Ann, Mar,garita but where is the elusive
Angus?
smoke, was very impressive and
So how did the band form?
this was sustained throughout the
"Me and Angus," for it is Margarita, ' 'were at a party, tall5ing
set adding to the effect of Richard
about how we wanted to form a band, when we spotted these two foxy
Butler's dramatic posturing. The
chicks on the danc floor and the rest will be history!"
Furs began with some fairly slow
For Angus and Margarita, forming another band was as natural as
songs. Perhaps something more
getting drunk but for the others forceful or popular would have
Ann; "I misSed being in a band! I left the Shop Assistants because
woken some of the corpses up a
I didn't want to be a full-time floor tom player, but I missed the roar
bit!
of the greasepaint etc."
Obviously , the new album,
Katy; "Well I certainly wasn't inspired by my brother, all my life
Midnight to Midnight , was conI've been told that I'm tone deaf. Being in a band seemed a good idea at
centrated on but the material -:- the time!"
from this revealed a return to a
The Fizzbombs have played a series of prestigious. gigs supporting
harder sound on the whole, with ·
tlJe likes of The TV personalities, The Pastels, The Legend and
songs like Shock and One More
Talulah Pishllaps! So what about the cuties?
Word. Too much emphasis was
"Fuck them!"
placed on the last album,.Mirror
But you're alomost bound to get lumped into a cutie category, girls
Moves, at the expense of the betin the band, fuzz guitar, named after a sweetie •••
ter earlier material. The concert
"Fuck them!"
did not even get off the ground
· With a single out on Narodnik in May, Sign On The Line, The
until the encore when the older
Fizzbombs are a holding operation until the summer when Katy and
songs were played , highlighting
Ann have finished their exams. Can the world wait that long! The
the cynicism of the lyrics made
same adrenalin, head thumping kick as when you heard Me Ne Me
more effective by Butler's distincNe, Do Do Do Do - by The Muppets for tbe first time. Ann used to
tive, sneering voice . The other
Jfre next door to Woody from The Bay City Rollers, I think this.ls sighighspot for me wa~ the go?ses·
nificaat! The Flzzbombs are go!!!
'tepping to the pohucal President
~wTully
Gas.
LynnMcGurk
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Lothian Road
THE WICKED LADY
2262688
SUNRISE
SALVADOR
Pleasance
12-18 Feb; (Mon only) 2.30,
13 Feb; 6.48, 8.40
5.45,8.15
A titled lady takes to crime out of
Compelling film revealing what boredom - isn't life tedious! The
really goes on over there. Superb 'second deals with a love triangle
performance by James Wood set in the twenties.
who lures James Belushi to
accompany him with the promise WINCHESTER 73
of "cheap booze, cheap drugs and MACCABE AND MRS MILLER
sit on George Square Theatre
12-year-old virgins who
your face for seven dollars"! 15 Feb; 6.45, 8.30
However, no one warned them of Classic western -what more can
the horrific sights they would I say! In the second a gambling
encounter.
gunfighter sets up a lavish brothel.

will

BARBAROSA
BIRDY
LIFE AND TIME OF JUDGE
12-13 Feb; 2.30
Following the story of two men ROY BEAN
hospitalised after the Vietnamese Pleasance
war. Birdy is - surprise, surprise 18 Feb; 6.45, 8.25
-obsessed with birds and it is left Yet another western, this time setto his close friend to release him 'to great country and western
soundtrack! Along the same track,
from his. mute birdlike state.
a famous outlaw judge of the west
and his love for Lily Langtry.
THROW AWAY YOUR BOOKS,
LETS GO INTO THE STREETS
12 Feb; 5.30, 8.00
'A 19-year-old drop-out struggles
to break away from his family, get
laid and find a job I
·
THE NAME OFTHE ROSE
15 Feb; 8.00
Sean Connery stars in an
adventure film as a Franciscan
monk who naturally gets caught
up in a web of intrigue, murder,
romance and danger!

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.15, 5.15, 8.1 5
Crocodile hunter Hogan samples
the delights of downtown Manhattan in a very sweet, very funny
comedy romance.

VAGABOND
13-14 Feb; 3.00, 6.00, 8.00
Mona is found dead from
exposure in a vineyard and the
film examines her life in flashbacks.

THE MISSION
2.10, 5. 10, 8. 10
An excellent film; emotive and
ironic. I was gripped throughout.
Jeremy Irons converts slave
trader and mercenary Robert de
Niro (better known as James
Anderton) to Christianity to help
his mission.

THERE WAS A LAD
16 Feb; 6.15, 8.30
A satire on peasant innocence dealing with the reactions of
Pashka to what he encounters
during a ride with a lorry driver.

ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A· comedy of manners that
focuses more on character
analysis than action. A very long
runner too.

SID AND NANCY-LOVEKILLS
17-18 Feb; 6.00, 8.30
Bleak, violent story of Sid Vicious
and Nancy Spungen as doomed
lovers. Plenty of sex, drugs and
punk.
TROUBLE IN MIND
17-18 Feb; 2.30
Somewhat confusing storyline set
in Rain City; a land of criminals
and beats.

A
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Lothian Road
229 3030
THE GOLDEN CHILD
2.20 (Not Sl)n) 5.20, 8.20
Eddie Murphy plays a social
worker with a difference: The
Chosen One who is booking his
place with St. Peter by" acting as
guardian to the one who will save
the world. Halleluia!

FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF
2.1 0, 5.1 0, 8.1 0
He'd need one with a name like·
that, Matthew Broderick plays a
_cheerful Chicago ctiap' wno
escapes from Colditz High•
School to a voyage o_f discovery
with his friends.
THE MISSION
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A dispute over border territory
threatens the security of a Jesuit
mis~on. Two of the priests show
two , equally tragic attemp~s
attempts to safeguard their
sanctuary.

c
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WORKSHOP

112 West Bow, Grassmarket
226 2633
A " MYSTERY" PLAY
Till 22nd Feb; 7.45 pm
Tickets : students £2
Performed by Winged Horse
·touring production. All is mysterious so that your response will
not be influenced by pre-publicity. One feels that this is a good
idea and will doubtless enhance
the aesthetic response of the
theatre-goer. (I might get a job on
the "Arts" page if I keep writing
like this!) .

34 Hamilton Place
226 5425
MOMENTUM RUSH
13-14 Feb; 8 pm
Tickets : £2.75, £1.75 cone.
By Gregory Nash. Performed by
Gregory and Kate Dalton - an
of
breathtaking,
evening
exhilarating and moving visual
thP.3tr'C.
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2 Leven Street
2291201
CINDERELLA
Till 21 Feb; 7 pm
Matinees 2. 15 pm
Tickets: £5-6, cones. avail<Jble
What more can one say about a
panto? What more can one say
about this, the most famous of
pantos?

LYCEUM
Grindley Street
229 9697
THE HYPOCHONDRIAK
Till 14 Feb; 7.45 pm
Sat. mat. 7 Feb, 3. 15 pm
Tickets from £2.50-£5.50
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NETHERBOW
43 High Street
556 9579
POMEGRANATE PERFORMS
18 and 20 Feb; 8 pm
Tickets : £1.50, 50 p cone.
Words and music from the
Pomegranate women's Writing
Group a varied and lively
evening performance, complete
wilh refreshments.
.

MANDELA
MANDELA THEATRE
Gateway Exchange,
214 Abbeymount
POINT OF DEPARTURE
18 Feb; 7.30 pm
Tickets: £1, 50p cone.
By Christopher Rathbone . Pres_e nted by the Edinburgh Playwrights Workshop. A season of
new plays in Workshop form fol lowed by audience discussion.

ADAM
HOUSE
T H E A T R E
N

0

Chambers Street
sempronio
18-20 Feb; 7.30 pm
Tickets (in form of programme)
£1.50
By Agustin Cuzzani. Presented by
the Spanish Society. A hilarious,
visual comedy (sounds like DHT
basement "coffee " " bar ") . ·

s

E

Home St Tollcross
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
2.20 (Not Sun) 4.00, 5.40, 7.25,
9.10
;Late Night Fri & Sat 11 .15 pm
The voices of John Mills and
Pe·ggy Ashcroft and animation
from Raymond Briggs combine
to give a sadly ironic depiction of
Mr and Mrs Average ; totally
unprepared for nuclear war and
their ignorance of the factors that
govern such a crisis. Afternoon
shows £1 .20.

0

2 ForrestRoad
225 9873
. A DAY IN THE DEATH OF JOE
EGG
18feb; 1.15pm
£1.50, £1 for members.
A tragi-comic portrayal of life
with a handicapped child.
BEDLAMAGM
Wednesday 4th March, 2.50 pm
Plenty of warning has been given.

C>D E ON
On production of matricultJ
formance up to 6 pm for£1
are non-smoking.

2e2a~O~~!I•

The only exception is the
only non-smoking part oft/if
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIH

Matinees cost 75p; early
£1.50. These tickets are onij
mance starts. No concessioo 1
you can book these in adv 1
cinemas.

FILIVI SO
Members get in tree to all p
can be pu rcha sed in advan
week and from the Postgra
Place, at the weeke nd. Mem

BE D LA
All tickets for lun chtimepr
your consumption. Mem
allows red uction s on all r
are held every Monday a
interested in any aspect ofl

TRA VE

Exclusive offer this year
wh ich allows many bene
Sunday perfo rm ance; £2!0'
before performa nce; free~
theatre clu bs in Britain.

LVC EU

RICE ·f R U IT MA R KET
...:::G_.:.....:A'--=-L--'L:::.........::E~R~Y G A L L E R Y

Th ey offer a plastic cardco•
two tickets at concess1onaj
mance). Check at box office•

Old College, South Bridge
29 Market Street
' 667 1011
225 2383
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 pm
Till 4 April
Till 28 Feb
WORKS ON PAPER - Makes a · LUCIANO FABRO - Has this guy
change from walls, pavements, taken up permanent residence or
railway carriages, buses. Oh! The something? It feels like it anyway.
extent of vandalism these days,
when I was y"ung .. .

Edinburg h St udent Chanti~
(225 4061 ). Pop into ouro~
1to2 pm on Tuesdayfora•1·

TA l B 0 T

NATIONALSCOTTISH
N GALLER yG ALLER y

Clerk St
667 7331
CROCODILE DUNDEE
1.45, 3.50 (Not Sun). 6.05, 8.35
Th.e queues should have gone
down by now unless everyone is
going back for seconds of Linda
Kozlowski's kinky clad.

The Mound
556 8921
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-5
ALEXANDER CARSE-An exhibition of the work of this SCOTTISH
artist "showing the people of the
Lothians at their leisure in all its'
various forms". Sounds interesting .
Till 29April
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED
ROBERT NANTEUIL, 1623-16782.1 5 (Not Sun) 6.00, 8.30
A loan exhibition of sharply
Peggy Sue tries desperately to
observed portrait engravings by
fight off the men clamouring for
Robert Nanteuil, engraver to the
her body in an attempt to recon-. Court of Louis XIV. (PS: We don't
cile past and present in a 'Back to accept liability for plaigarism' on
the Future' type dilemma.
What's On, that's got you wondering now, hasn't it?)
SHORT CIRCUIT
2.30, 5.45, 8. 15
Apparently number five is missing and its a great catastrophy
for Nova Robitics. However, he 35 William-Street
225 6776
she or it is harboured by a local
do-gooder. What is this? ET part Tues-Fri 11-6, Sat 10-1
Contemporary Scottish paintings.
two?
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·C OLOURS

94 George Street
225 5955
Till March 4
BARBARA RAE Works on
paper. ROBERT NANTEUIL- Por· JON
trait
engravings.
MIDDLEMISS - Ceramics. SHARON DE MEZA & JANE FENNARD
-Jewellery.

GATEWAY
EXCHANGE
2-4 Abbeymou nt
661 0982
Mon-Sat 10-5
MARION COLITIS-Drawing and
sculpture - a recent graduate of
the Edinburgh College of Art.
Promises to be very interesting. Works on the Queen 's new
clothes; states of mental dress
and undress(?); humour and
women ; and means of defence.
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Students are welcomed
Orchestra co ncerts at thef
available fro m 7 pm each

CAME~

Afternoo n shows cost£
pm) are £2.70.

OCCUPATI ~
10 am :

Lunchtime:
3pm

4.05 pm
4.30/5 pm

Cram In 1
Maths2D, ~
Hustings, a

Cram In II~
Politics I,
Lecture Ro
be speak1n9
Meet unde.~
Assemble'

Speakers~

Gavin Str3,
1
Andre111M
ppC Edin So
speech on
Labour6d13•"•
The qf1aPdlei
owen outair
445Al8S

F~od. vi~

BrinQ as or
Be there

THUR 12 FEB SAT 14 FEB THUR 12 FEB MON 16 FEB
CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY VENTURE
1 pm; Guthrie Street
Drivers over 21 badly needed for
various activities.
'LES ESCOGRIFFES
Gilded Balloon; 8 pm
MASKED BALL- Tickets £10 for
buffet supper, live l'T)usic
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room
EU POLITICS SOC.
DHT FacultY Room North, 1 pm
Jona~hi;m Porri( will speak

EUCND
Potterrow; 8 till late
Only £1 for this Valentine's Disco,

SUN15FEB
METH SOC
No Methsoc meeting today
Coffee served after the service.
INTRA-MUllAL NETBALL
Upper Trust Hall, Pleasance
25.30
Mixed teams (sounds good - no
discrimination here)

FRl13FEB MON16FEB
ing sickness again! " - When

OVERSEAS STUDENTS CENTRE
8.30pm
Buccleuch Place
An early 'valentine's party for you
to woo a Latin (or a German,
French) lover £1 or £1 ,50 I
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOC.
5pm
Balcony Room, Teviot Union
Open committee meeting.
FRIDAY NIGHT,
SATURDAY MORNING
8 pm-1 am
Potter row
Happy Hour from 8.30-9.30 Bop
sh'Bam performing live.
ALTERNATIVE
ENTERTAINMENTS CO.
7.45 pm
Pleasance Bar
Cabaret and disco
. Non-members £1, members 50p.
THE RAVE UP
Teviot Row Union
It's here, it's arrived, the BIG DAY
(or night), live bands - Fae~ One
Steel Orchestra, Zeke Manyika,
New York Pig Funkers. Cabaretincluding Skin Video, Proclaimers.
Films - Repo Man, Bladerunner,
Blues Brothers and the ever popular Rocky horror Picture Show.
Normal Happy tiour plus a Rum
Happy Hour: Usual disco. Food
included in ticket price (only a
fiver) and here's the climax-the
chance to win two train tickets to a
romantic location courtesy of the
Travel Centre.

'ATION
5 students can see any per-

'.oo after 6 pm. All cinemas

SE
hows (Sunday-Friday) cost

t

le30 minutes before perfornfor main eveni ng films but
1£2.30. Non-smoking in both

'

nces. Guest tickets (£1.25)
ny Union Shop duri ng the
ents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
is on sale. at all shows.

sinclude soup and brea d for
fthe Bedlam is £2.00, which
edlam Com mittee meetings
m in the theatre . Anyone
is always w el come.

E
bership: £4 for fou r yea rs,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandbyticket 10 minutes
lraverse Bar and ma11y other

I

SAT14FEB

which allows y ou to claim
1£1 off cost of any perfor'ils.
l are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
~ime or com e down around
al lu nchtim e gathering .
ire to all Scottish National
Hatt. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening.

HIGHLAND SOCIETY
ANNUAL CEILIDH
Teviot Row
Tickets £3; £12 with meal
CND BENEFIT
7.30 pm-12
Queen 's Hall, Clerk Street With
The Furious Fiddles, Nobodies
Business, Deaf Heights Cajun
Aces and others. Buffet food and
late bar. Tickets £4 and £2 from the
Ticket Centre, Waverley.

INTERNATIONAL
Mon 16 Feb- European Day

DAY ZERO

12-2 "Amnesty International
Bookstall "
Potterrow Bookstall
1-2 European Lunches
Chaplaincy Centre
Auditorium .
Spanish, Italian,
German Portuguese
Societies and Les
Escogriffes.
1-2 Talk on South Africa
Chaplaincy Centre
Rev. Brian Brown

EU CONSERVATIVE
ASSOCIATION
·1 pm
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
Union.
EU DEBATES COMMITTEE
6pm
Debating Hall, Teviot Row.
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
8pm
Sinclair Room, Pleasance.
A video on homeopathy.

TUES17FEB
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
" South Africa Today" -Rev.
Brian Brown,
ESCA
1-2pm
Student Centre
hand over the pennies you collected from the raffle tickets
HIGHLAND SOCIETY
6.30 pm
Teviot Row
LABOUR CLUB
5.15pm
Chaplaincy Centre
EU FOLK SOC
8pm
Pleasance

WED 18 FEB
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
ZACCHAELUS
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
7 pm Chaplaincy Centre
Rev. Gordon Strachan talks
BAHAI SOCIETY
1 pm
Room 10, Adam Ferguson
ESCA Aberdeen rag Raid
Does this mean that the entire
population of Aberdeen will be
naked? phone 225 4061
AIDS LECTURES
Mon 16 Feb, All Faculties 5.15 pm
and DHT Lecture Theatre B.
Students may be required to
show their matriculation cards .

WEEK

HEART INDUSTRY
Venue
10pm
Big chart sound from local lads.
ALICE HOUSE
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
Funky rhythm 'n' blues. Highly
recommended!
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
9 pm; Free
Pop/Folk. (If I had' a penny for
every ... )·

FRl13FEB

1-2 Jewish Society
meeting, DHT Faculty
Room South.
6.30 "Life Under
Occupation "; DHT
Faculty Room South.
Friends of Palestine.

THE BIG WHEEL
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

TUES17FEB
SLURPY GLOOP
Venue
10pm
Psychedelic Fife group.

POP WILL EAT ITSELF
Hoochie Coochie Club
GREAT SHAKES
10.30 pm
Sexist, hard loving, pogoing Preservation Hall
· (thanks List), headbanging band . 9 pm; Free
who stole their name from an Pop, folk and jazz. Yes, they've got
the lot.
NME article-the BASTARDS!
WE FREE KINGS
THE GOD-FACED HERMANS
RADIUM CAT
Wilkie House, Cowgate
9 pm; £1.50
No need to say anything about the
Kings. I've been informed that the
Cats are a 'radge rockabilly band'
and the Hermans are 'noise makers with trumpet and hippo tube
problems'.
BOPSH'BAM
Potter row
8 pm; Free
Funky pop group led by two stunning women . Their music is pretty
damn good as well!
ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BAND
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9.30 pm
Jazz
SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm; £2-£8.80
Beethoven's Egmont Overture;
Will iam Sweeney's (who?) Sunset
Song ; Sibelius's Symphony No.
7; Beetie's Piano Concerto No. 3.

SAT14FEB
ROADRUNNER
Preservation Hall '
£1 after 9.30 pm
Sorry, slight lac~ of info on this
group.

SUN15FEB
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
£1after9 pm
Tel')-piece, raunchy rhythm 'n'
blues band

1987: INTERNATIONAL

Tue 17 Feb

1000 VIOLINS
THE STAREKASE
Onion Cellar
9.30 pm
Jangly pop sound from the Violins
and The Starekase are a
psychedelic/60s influenced band.

Wed 18 Feb
1-2 Apart-heigh.!
Potterrow Union
Third World First
1-2 African Lunch
Overseas Students
Centre, 3a Buccleuch
Place. Third World First.
1-2 Workshops on Africa
Chaplaincy Seminar
rooms. Third World
First.
1-2
Namibian Uranium Mining
DHT 7th floor, Rm 18.
CND & Anti-Apartheid Socs.

Thurs 19 Feb- LatinAmerican Day

PIANO RECITAL
Reid Concert Hall
1.10 pm; Free
Mozart's Fantasy in C minor;
Twelve Preludes by David Gow;
Ravel's Valses Nobles et Sentimentales.

WED 18 FEB
NIK KERSHAW
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5.50-£6.50
Poor old Nik! Obviously a talented man, he's having terrible problems trying to shake his teeny-bop
image and gain musical credibility.
THE CROWS
Venue
10pm
70s influenced rock group.
ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD
.George Square Theatre
7.30 pm; £2
Offenbach's classic presented by
EU Opera Club.
COMING SOON . ..
17th MAY
THE PRETENDERS
Playhouse -£6, £7

WHAT'S ON STAFF

FILM
Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie
THEATRE
Lorna Henderson
· EXHIBS
Sandra Catto
UNIVENTS
Linda Kerr
MUSIC
Ralph Hasselgren
MISTAKES
"The List" Thanks for the mention
your fab mag.

in

1987

WEEK
Thurs 19 Feb

7..30 "Undo-quando" -film
on current situation in

Chile, Pleasance
Theatre.

Fri 20 Feb -

Middle East Da

12-2 Friends of Palestine
Bookstall, Potterrow
Bookstall.
1-2 Videos on Palestine
DHT Faculty Rm South.
Friends of Palestine.
1-2 Speaker on Zionism.
DHT Faculty Rm North.
Jewish Society.

Sat 21 Feb Social

Potterrow

· 8-1 International Week
Social, Potterrow
Union. Age of Chance,
in aid of Solomon
Mahlangh Freedom
College, Tanzania, and
Southern African
Scholarship.
THROUGHOUT THE
WEEK : Exhibition in
Student Centre
concourse.

10 STUDENT- Thursday 12th February 1987
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Caledonian Art
EXHIBS
SIR ADAM THOMSON
by JOHN WONNACOTT
Scottish National Portrait Gallery
Portrait painting is definitely
not everyone's cup of tea , to most
people the word 'portrait' means
some personage moulded in hues
of oil paint , staring out nonchalantly from the canvas, nothing
more , nothing less .
The commissioned portrait of
Sir Adam Thomson , the Chairman of British Caledonian Airways by John Wonnacott breathes
fresh air into this subject matter.
As the sitter himself remarks, his
portrait has become "a work of art
which depicts the working environment of British Caledonian. "
The painting is mcredibty
large ; eight feet square, but its
"lt's more ·t han just a portrait."
size is a necessity to convey the
vast mechanics of Hangar 3 at
metal-work .
Gatwick Airport where the comIn the commissioned daylight
mission takes place. The concept
picture Sir Adam is in a relaxed
of this image derives from Wonnacott's "schoolboy fascination pose "framed in the open hangar
with the anarahic speed and doorway with the wings of the DC
10 and Boeing 747 crossed in
machine geometry of the vorticists
and futurists. " The wide angle salute over his head". A second
large scale painting depits the
perspective is emphasised by the
girders and gentries that smother night shi[t. In the ·same -hangar.
The angle of perspective · has
the interior of the hangar and rush
changed as to has the pose; Sir
to and from the vanishing points
Adam is now built "into the centthat dominate . These lines of colral roof-supporting vertical of the
our and geometry therefore add
movement to what could well be a .composition ," the painting now
having romantic qualities, as the
very static image , ie the portrait.
Their strength in direction is: Chairman reflectively gazes upon
his workforce below.
contrasted with the hustle-bustle
Alongside , pencil sketches,
of the hangar floor where teams of
men set about in their sphere of photographs and perspective trac- ·
ings document the various stages
work; rushing like squads of ants
of Wonnacott's working. There
in all directions as they service the
two planes trapped amongst the "lire also two smaller paintings; a

DRAMA
THANK YOU, MISS
VICTORIA

portrait considered to be the best
likeness of Sir Adam , and another
of a small section of the hangar
proving that this subj ect-matter
needed to be big.
All together one can see the
working brilliance of Wonnacott ;
he looks, sees and sorts out the
chaotic images into paint , laying
down pigment upon pigment and
building up a strong and masterful
three-dimensional image. He
stresses how he wanted to "con- ,
vey some of that first excitement
at the scale, light and visual presence of those great encaged
machines." A freshness, vibrancy
and energy is transmitted from the
painting. It is more than just a
portrait.

NANTEUIL PRINTS
National Gallery; until April
The NGS bring us yet another
worthwhile and instructive offering this spring in the shape of a
collection of 17th century portrait.
engravings by Robert Nanteuil,
engraver to Louis XIV.
The aim of the organisers has
been to revea l th at these prints ,
whose most obvious function is as
vital historica l documents which
record the faces of the protagonists of French politics at the
time of the Sun King, are also sensi tive works of art. In this there
was no need to go to any great
effort. The works speak for themselves, combining a remarkably
controlled , smooth and meticulo us
technique
wi th
great
psychological insight.
Unlike most portrait engravers
of the time , Nanteuil engraved his
own sketches , thus he was a complete artist. The quality of his
achievement can be seen in works
such as " Godefroi-Maurice , Due
de Bo uillo n", a very arrogant and
unpleasant boy, or Louis XIV
himself, where little attention is
paid to his costume or to fl attery
of his features. He is shown as a
bloated-faced, shrewed individual.
The first section of the exh ibi-

TOM MORAN
Netherbow ; until 28th February
Tom Moran , an Irish architect
resident in Scotland, four years
ago suffered a brain haemorrhage
and since has been recovering
using a rt as a rehabilitatio n
method. This exhibition of his
most recent work is his first solo
venture . It was fascinating.
Most of the exhibits are portraits ; he uses a variety of media
ranging from pen cil to wax crayon
to spray-paint, creating a patte rned base on ~hich he places the
basic lines of the face in felt pen,
pencil or ink . By the mere use of

IMAGE MACHINE

"A technical show, with brilliant slide projection."

The point is, I think, that like
the Bible, everyone should interpret this show as they personally
saw it. It was certainly a director's
dream: I've always longed to use
thunderflashes which are so loud
that you are nearly knocked over
by the pressure wave, and to fill
the whole au~itorium with
enough dry ice to close the Ml.
1t is obviously totally unfair to
pick on one member from a team

line he manages to produce the
individual character of each per·
son in each portrai t. He tended
not to use tone , just sheets of colour helping to o utline the basic
shapes and masses of the figure
and face.
The best pieces of work are the
ones in which he uses regular
paint, it created a more solid texture for the flesh and an
altogether better image. On first
glance, these small-scale , mixed·
med ia works co uld give the impre·
ssion of naivete but after closer
atte ntion, great skill and perceptio n.can be seen in his technique.
. Robbie Carswell

Traverse; 5-7 Feb

Bedlam

ing a barrage of unreal and real
media images which caused the
devil to be reincarnated as the
host of "The Price Is Right". Er,
lets play that again .

exhibition are .works by his con.
temporaries and successors wh
imitated his style but lacked h~
profound grasp of character.
T_hi_s. didactic approach 10
exh1b1tmg Nanteuil's work is ve
s_uccessful and appropriate for~
little-known aritist, even if a little
unexciting . More Ro bert Nan.
teuils are on show at the Scottish
Gall ery, George Street, where
you can buy them if you like!
Assunta Del Priore

THE RED FERRETS

Media Images

An
impromptu
brilliance Theatre Workshop; until 7th Feb.
marked Wednesday's lunchtime
show. The originally scheduled
I've never much liked "Com"Birdsong" had been cancelled.
munity theatre projects" . Firstly,
In its place appeared James Wallace , complete with Chaplinesque they have a tendency to operate
trousers and wacky tie. He calmly on positive discrin;iination (using
people who are not necessarily the
mounted the stage and began
most able , but those who will
reading the introduction to "New
American Plays" Volume 3 by benefit most from it) and secondly
the emphasis is strongly on having
Willia M . Hoffman . Bit dry , you
think but not a bit of it. Though fun as opposed to putting on a
~ood show at the end.
deep literary stuff, Hoffman's
presentation was lucid and lively
Thesepoliciesarefine-justas
and Wallace's delivery, engaging. long as you don 't expect an audiA dramatised reading of ence to come a d
t
h
, n pay 0 see t e
Hoffman 's ." Thank you , Miss Vic- ·
result. This community project
toria" followed. Wallace , now the , was very different .
playboy executive in his Wall
Street office, conducted a series of ,
·It was completely a-political:
telephone conversations with
this may not seem all that earthpeople as diverse as a crotchety
shattering, but believe me, in procapitalistic grandfather and a ramjects of this kind it's all but unique
pant, bondage-starved businessand lavatorial jokes about
woman, the "Victoria" of the
politicians get very tedious. It was
play's title. Wallace's perforvery much a technical show, with
mance was so hilarious and so
brilliant slide projection from all
convincing, that it wasn't until the
possible angles (and some imposlast few moments of the play that I
noticed he had the script up there sible ones) and the images pro-.
with him. (Not ·surprising really · duced were, well, interesting. I'm
when you consider that he had . quite sure there was a sequence
been asked fo fill in at such short and a deep philosophical meaning.
to it all- I just missed it .
notice - 3 o'clock that morning,
apparently}. I dread to think how .
We started (I think) in the Garg<><><).he would have been had he den of Eden (perhaps) with Adam
learnt the lines.
(?) touching the forbidden image
;
Gilly Adams machine (possibly) and unleash-

tion sets o_ut to show the origins
his techmque and artistic infl of
en~es m early 17th century u.
trait engravmgs, with work b ~r
artistic mento rs, Melian Y is
Mo_rin among others. Then Nand
teml 's own career is tr an.
.
aced
. through early, ".'1ddle and late
phases, and the fmal items in the

of over sixty - so I'll do it and
hand the honours to Jack Tarfton
1
whose part could be described as
'third Spearholder from the left'.
Nevertheless, he threw himself
about the stage with the complete
lack of inhibition that only the
young can have . Real star quality .
The production suffered from
over input from the actors (too.
many directors) each throwing in
their bit - the end result being a
Jumble of excellent ideas.

Tom Leopold

This revue started badly; it
looked like it was going to consist
·of three guys, who weren't really
very funny , trying to pretend that
they were by wearing silly red
berets and jumping around a lot.
They .opened with a dreadful song
called something like " We Are
the Red Ferrets" which was fol·
lowed by a sketch was followed by
a sketch and song about how
nobody came to see them because
they were watching Brookside or
East Enders . At this point I could
see why.
But all was not lost. A distan 1
bugler's call wafted through the
air the 7th cavalry rode over the
hiii and the rest of the show was
pretty good.
he
Being good socialist lads, 1 f
Ferrets took the mickey out ~
things that good socialist lads tala~
the mickey out of· YTS, deregu
tion of buses, the 'police an d espe·
uh
cially James Anderton. Altho ~d
this was a bit predictable they . &
it originally and well . By havi~I
most of the sketches in the for!ll of
short playlets, with the threeme
them taking parts as they ~ure
along, they added some struc a)(·
and involvement to the act.~ of
ing it more than just a stnn
jokes.
·

thBI

By the end of it seemed all
these boys were funny afte;
Even the closing verses 0
'Red Ferrets' song was alright-

th;

Ewan~

Painting Kafka
Kafka's writing describes the almost insane condition
of man in the twentieth century. Ian Hughes' new
exhibition is based on the man and his work. Fly
Freeman spoke to him about it.
·
Jan Hughes was hanging his
'Kafka' exhibition , at the 369 Gallery, when I.went dow~ to talk to
him about his work . It 1s six years
since he left Art College, it is only
recently that his name is beginning to attract attention. He
speaks quickly sometimes stumbling and stuttering over words in
haste and shyness. I asked him
how much work this show represented .
"It represents work over the
last five months. All sort of
related to the sa me subject of
Kafka. The idea had been germinating fo r about a year before
this. I'd been interested in Kafka's
work for a long long time and over
the last fi ve months I decided to
really delve into his work - do
background work as for a biography: reading letters , diaries ,
references , novels obviously. He .
has one of the first sort of fairly
well photographed authors of that
era -and in a post-modern tradition where the a rts sort of rely on
background material from different cultures, earlier cultures , taking bits from other styles of painting, Renaissance painting etc -

don't think Arts
should be readily available ... you have to put
something in to get something out."
"I

music doing the same. I was doing
it using photographs as my sort of
heap of th ings that , was going to
take ideas fro m a nd that in itself
related to Kafka ."
"How?"'
"In Czechoslova kian kafka
actually means J ackdaw. In a
similar sort of Hay I was being a
Jackdaw taking taking bits and
:Pieces from apparently trivial

objective. It is very much on a
subjective level. "
"Do you find there is a fine line
between sanity and insanity? "
"I think there always is with
every artist. I think many , many
times one must g9 over that line. I ·
think that well-balanced sane normal people don 't paint they manage to communicate everything
that they believe in social com-

things and trying to make something deeper. The paintings they
do relate as a series and yet they
are meant to be viewed individually as well. I deliberately try not
to be obscure or pretentious as
such. Some of the references may

munication. "
"Yes I do , I do yes I certainly do
believe that, in fact I think you can

."Well-balanced
sane
normal people don't
paint. The manage to
communicate everything
they believe in social
communication."
be obscure, the title and the words
from pasages in Kafk a are to try
and ma ke the links accessible. I
think if you're using a visua l language, it is not necessa rily easi ly
explanable in a verbal way ."
"These are not meant to be
illustrations in anyway?"
" No I'm not a narrative painter
at a ll. I'm not trying to do Tales of
Kafka , or book jackets. "
'·Cou ld you talk about this one
- 'The Slaughtered Ox?"'
" It relates to Kafka 's paternal
grandfather who was a capitalist
- that is , a ritual Jewish butcher
There's lots of reterences in
Kafka 's work to
.he 's quite
obsessed when he describes
headaches , when he describes his
various neurotic obssessive complaints , in that sort of way with
regard to knives and slaughter, his
sort of im agery is very much
related to that. Also when Kafka
was writing ' Metamorphosis' and
other stories there was quite a lot
of anti-Semitic feeling in Prague
at the time. There were quite a
few well documented cases of
these people having ritual slaugh- .
ter and using the blood for
unleavened bread and ceremonies.
-Jewish passover ceremonies."
"In other works you seem to

say things with painting that
cannot'be saia wlih words . .. textures of paint : .. colours can <;ommunciate things much more
strongly."
'' Now that Kafka is out of your ·
system, what direction next?"
"I'm not really sure, at the end
of a show you feel drained , you're ·
JUSt glad to have the work up on
the wall. The same interests in
textures , textural references earth. The actual subject matter , I
don 't know it may be two or three
months until I find something that
really interests me again. I've got
to be wholly committed to the

"I think you can say
things with painting that
cannot be said with
words . . . colours can
communicate
things
much more strongly."

Ian Hughes - Close to Kafka's sensibility.
Photo.:_ Oliver Lim
concent rate simply on Kafka 's life of Kafka where does your own
face."
experience come into this?"
subject. Then I paint all the time ,
"They're all works from photo" I feel very close to Kafk a's mostly at night , that's when I have
graphs. I'm trying to illuminate sensibility. I'm trying to do some- time , things seem to come
certain aspects of Kafk a's charac- thing, something fairly parallel to together best. "
ter of life which I consider to be the literary- I'm trying to do it in
"Some of the references in your
important as they relate to the a visual way. Also I can emphasise paintings are quite obscure."
body of his work. I'm trying for it with Kafka's hypochondrical sort
"Yes they're quite' obscure yes.
sort of day to day . . . to capture of obsessions , and his obsessions There is a link if you actually look
particular times, not events, but with human celationships and at it hard enough. I don't think arts·
important images, people , places social interactions with people. should be readily available, you
that related to the way he Also working part-time in a have to work at something; you
developed. I'm trying to remain psychiatric ward of a hospital it 's have to put something into get
true .to his idea that trivial things something that I see all the time. something out. I'm not necessarare as important as dramatic It gives me 'Some insight into what ily talking to an uninitiated audithings .
Kafka was doing. It would be very ence here I expect the people to
" After all this immersion in the unfair to Kafka if this was totally ·have some knowledge of Kafka.

New Poetry

CLASSICAL
ALLEGRI STRING
QUARTET

said of the Beethoven (Sharp
Minor Op. 13) where less iechnically assured they gave an
adequate , if unmemorable, rendition.
Colin Moodie

When they use metaphor, the the poet understands exactly what
Queen 's Hall ; 8th Feb.
SNO/LEHEL
results can be chaotic. Matthew he means, as does Manfred Mal·
Much of Shostakovitch's repuFitt describes himself "breathing zahn here.
tation as a composer rests upon Usher Hall; 6th Feb.
sleep like falling snow." but breahis fifteen symphonies. Less well
Gustav Mahler a turn of the
"98% of all poetry published is thing is a rhythmic motion, falling
"When he was a fly
known, though of equal stature, century Austrian Jew is now appacrap," a member of the English is a linear one.
A drop of rain
are his fifteen stririg quartets. rently recognised not just as an
Department told me last week.
Could really
The pretentious poems arise
These works chart a personal, outstanding Romantic composer
The_ new edition of Fox, the Poetry
Spoil his day
often painful course in his musical but also as an 'in' person an
Society magazine illustrates most
development , as he retreated into · accolade granted by no less august
~ the faults of bad poetry; but it
Now .he is an elephant
the private world of the st(ing an organ than the "The Face".
ould be unreasonable and incorIn a thunderstorm
quartet to avoid the strictures of The near capacity crowd that
rect to dismiss it as "crap" and
Lamenting
Stalin 's contrived aest hetic of turned up last Friday to hear
t~ere is enough interesting mateLost sensibility."
socialist realism.
Mahler's•First Symphony did not
rial to merit the 40p it costs.
The Allegri Qu;irtet taking however appear to contain large
is ~enerally speaking, bad poetry
Matthew Fitt's poem " Unner thi
either too mundane or too preWart", in which the devil over at short notice from the indis- numbers of Filofax carrying Yuptentious. The m undane poems are
describes mankind banging on the posed Alban Berg Quartet, gave a pies comparing their latest
rreci~ descriptions of a scene.
roof above him, uses humour and compelling and moving account of hairstyles , but rather to be the
the Eighth Quartet. In addition to usual
dowdy
Edinburgian
arkin wrote like this but he manimagination in the same way:
technical mastery , they were able bourgeiousie at play after a hard
aged to look at a sce~e in such a
Ever syne thou Christ chiel wiz
to show the emotional commit- day at the office or discussing
way as to make you think diffecrossit
ment which this sorrowful and school fees over tea in jenners.
~~ntty about, to make you aware of
Thae idjit creations o Gode bae
pessimistic work. Written in 1945 Nevertheless what they did hear
ta~ tremendous significance it conbeen stompan
after the composer had seen the was a fine , if not outstanding, verT~ed, In "Dundas Cafe, Carlisle"
..Cl\.OMG NEW POEl1S 6Y
An Thumpan, fair randann
ruins of Dresden , requires. From sion of a superb piece of music.
h omas Clancy stares as hard as
RoN Bu1'LIN
thirsels senseless.
the subtle phrasing of the poigThe delicate suspense of the
b\can at punks sitting in a cafe
BRIAN M' CAllE &
nant motifofthe opening Largo to first movement was well handled ·
Eow1N /1oRGAN
a~e' ~y ~e end of the poem, they
That ruirs no gonna last
their controlled evocation of emo- by guest conductor Gyorgy Lebel
..;1111 Just punks in a cafe.
though.
tional desolation , this ensemble although the treatment of the secthis D_elry" is t~~ wrong word for
This velTB century, niest ma
seemed at one with the composer. ond was perhaps less successful.
th kin~ of writmg since most of because of the mistaken notion Jetr shudder
The performances of the two The penultimate movement was ·
these writers subscribe to the view that an original poem requires an Twa big bangs o ae million lists
other works in the programme the best with a delightful handling
· prose without
·
at PDetr
Illa
• YIS
gram- original feeling. Consequently the
were far less Jatisfying. In , of the .ironically melancholy main
collection is full of images of poets,
r, as in Fur:
on the beach or in a bedroom, try- Both poems make an original and Schubert's 7th Quartet, the ensem-, theme and the last movement if
''A
,.
memorable
statement.
You
can
ble lacked commitment and the not quite magical was certainly a
neat old lady, winter coat ing to describe feelinas they do not
ask for no more.
and bat
•
performance sounded distinctly memorable enough performa~ce .
understand. Invariably they fait'
11et held' firm to board the bus,
Andrew Sparrow
matter-of-fact. The same can be
Scott C. Styles
The best poems are those where
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The bitter truth • • •
vador more · by the prospect of
escaping his unpaid bills and
aborted marriage, the promise of
money for his pictures, action,
drugs and cheap women, rather
than by journalistic idealism . He
is loud , boozy, rude, frenetic , and
as much saved as damned by his
sharp·tongue. Perhaps because of
this though, he shows an innate
understanding of the darker
human potentials.

SALVADOR
FILMHOUSE
Dir: Oliver Stone

There is something horrifying
about a loaded gun held within
inches of a human head. The
·expression of searing terror, the
pleading, imploring eyes of the victim register his total helplessness.
He knows everything constituting
his existing has been reduced to a
He cannot avoid them: his own ·
single relation: that between a . determination to get the best
finger and a trigger.
'warshots', brings him and us face
to face with blood, death and torFor the inhabitants of El Salvador, this is a situation many . ture. MeanwhiIC, his Salvadorian
mistress faces possible execution
have , and will face at the hands of
without the correct ID card, and
Government death squads. For
her brother joins the rebels. The
the film Salvador, this is the type
noose tightens as journalists lose
of intensity that inakes it remarkafavour completely with the death
ble, brutally honest and blatantly squads, and he in particular is·
political film. You will see burnsingled out for execution.
ing and decaying corpses, children
with only two limbs, and men prepared to perpetrate these
As one realises the terrible
atrocities by reducing life to the enormity of the whole situation,
level of ideology. And you will one factor readily becomes appaknow it is all true, since real rent -America upholds the ruthdocumentary film that you might less fascist regime. Salvador must
recognise is occasionally and very be anathema to Reagan. Its symcleverly slipped in .
pathies are blatantly with the
rebels and oppressed masses.
This becomes apparent There are some amazing scenes
through the eyes of real-life contrasting the artifical luxuriousJames Woods treads a thin line as photo-journalist in the excellent photo-journalist Richard Boyle, ness of the American Embassy
Salvador.
·
played superbly by James Woods. with the horror outside, fuelled
He comes across very much the and coldly analysed, but not per~
anti-hero, motivated into El Sal- ceived by its members.

NEWS ... NEWS . . .

As usual the Filmhouse has got a lot on offer. This Sunday, as part
of their Fifth Anniversary Appeal, it hosts an auction of film
·
memorabilia.
This is your chance to get hold of rare posters and
stills autographed by famous actors and directors , of props like John
Hurt's Alien stomach, or the murder weapon from Crimes of
Passion, and numerous other goodies including soundtracks and Tshirts. Celebrities will be there, a raffle will be drawn, and extracts
from the appropriate films shown.

The script is as fluent
uncompromising as that .for ~nd
night Express,. for which St id.
won an Oscar. At times Salva~:e
m~y seem to b~ pr~a~hing, bu;
this type of fault 1s mm1milisect b
its shee.r pace and force, initiat/
m the fust seconds with the ha ~
machine-gun drumming of ~e
score.

Salvador is as much an anr
American ·film as it is an ami·-w'·
·1
. k.1ck in the fa ar
f 1 m - an amazmg
for the likes of Top Gun a
what's '!1ore, made by an A'me~.
can, Ohver Stone . No American
company though, would agree t
produce it. It is therefore th~
property of Hemdale, a British
Company, and cost only $4.5 million, a figure in harmony with its
raw leanness.

c:

The last scene is perfect. Hav.
ing narrowly escaped with his life
and films , Boyle and his mistress
relax on the Ureyhound bus
bound for Los Angeles. It stops,
and two enormous Californian
policemen enter, and recognise
her as an illegal immigrant.
"Stop!, they'll rape and mutilate
her! " he screams as she is dragged
out for deportation . In an instant
he is also outside and beaten. Just
like he was in El Salvador. ·
Matthew Catling

COMPETITION RESULTS
The winners of our When the
Wind Blows competition are:
Douglas Alexander,
Paul Watson .
Stuart Robinson ,

Meanwhile, the Filmhouse is also running two superb films. Birdy
on the 12th-13th is perhaps Afan Parker's finest and a must, while
Trouble in Mind on the 17th-18th shows Alan Rudolph at his bestboth with incredible imagery and style.

Victoria Rolfe ,
Collect your booty at 12.30
pm on Monday at the Student
office.
"What do you mean, 'Residents only parking'?"
further series of co-incidents, it is
transported to an unsuspecting
Stephanie Speck (Ally Speedy)
through whom it is rather rapidly
taught the "American way of
life" , with the additional assistance of television and a casual
glance at every word in a complete set of encyclopedias.

"Yes, Lee Majors
hand .•• "

llas taken his clothes off, and I am holding his

SHORT CIRCUIT
ODEON
D!c..Jo)m Badham

destruction (and I don 't mean a
KB person).

"No. 5", a robot -designed for
military purposes, who is rather
improbably struck b.y lighting in
"OK, here's the deal. · No. S is the 'back yard' of 'Nova
Laboratories', during a thunalive. I mean really alive .••• "
By this time I wished No.Shad . derstorm, (don't ask me why a
died a long time ago.
supposedly $11 million robot
The film begins w~th the all too wasn 'J adequately protected
familiar plot of a ~riously ma!- against such an incident). This
functioning computer-type entity somehow manages to 'SPARK'
witit considerable powers of the robot with life·, and by a

Meanwhile back at Nova Labs ,
the robots creator 'Newton
Crosby' (Steve Guthenberg) and
'Security Chief Skroeder' (G. W.
Bailey) are panicking about its
potential to kill- but unknown to
them it appears to have learnt that
killing is wrong. In this respect the
film has a trac~ of originality-the
robot , rather than turning wildly
destructive , becomes endearingly
pacifist a bit like a tin'~
'Mahatma Gandhi'.
One feels that John Badham is
serving•up the 'old and wise' Spiel- ·
berg formula of creating the ador- ·
able , totally fantastical character,
whom the audience will lovingly
remember. (ET?)
Unfortunately the potentiarace
turns out to be a double fault, as .
all that remains in my mind is that
mauseating drone of a voice delivering a ceaseless repertoire of
cliched one-liners.
Kamal Murari

FERRIS BUELLER'S
DAY OFF
ABC

Dir: John Hughes
This is the sort of film where
teenagers always 'cut classes',
parents are always away so you
can have a good time, and where,
whatever you do, you 'II never be
caught. Ferris Bueller's Day Off is
-a 'youth movie' in the style of
' Risky business' and 'Weird Science', all three are 'John Hughes'
films. His philosophy - if you're
under 18, got a girl, and a fast car
you can do anything.
Matthew Broderick (Wargam~s)
plays
Ferris
Bueller
the
hero of his highschool, who, like
all 'super guys' know how to fool
the system. He fakes illness to
take a day of classes and heads for
downtown Chicago, with his
gormless best friend Cameron
(Alan Rick), his delicious
girlfriend, Sloane (her first name)
(Mia Sara) and the obligatory fast
car, a red 1961 Ferrari (one of
only 100 made).
Luckily this is not a 'car movie'.
In fact it's more of an advert for
Chicago as the trio visit the
Chicago Cubs .baseball game, the
Ark Institute and Sears Tower,
the world's largest tower. Not

very exciting I grant you. But ~hen
Hughes bases his 'suspense on
whether Ferris will be found out
by his lovey dovey parents, h~s
jealous elder sister or his rnan;c
Dean of Students brillianlY
'
When.t'
played by Jeffrey Jones.
you've seen one of these movies 1
pretty damn obvious he won'tt
And as America is always tel 10
us heroes,.never lose - well 00
ones in Red Ferraris a nyway.
but
Standard stuff
may be, . g
Ferris Bueller is an endeannt
. It has the stree
'yout h, movie.
'd all.
wise cool dude element we ldn't
like to possess. Who ~o~oes)
want to sing (as Ferns 'val
. and Shout . on acarnl
'Twist
. the •
float to thousands of P.eopled"bar·
middle of Chicago? It is can Y
type good fun .
. does nol
Of its type though it f stor
stand out. The Jines are not at an
witty enough, the story no11een
ingenious one. It has als~ 0 in
released in February w eas the
definitely a summer ~ovie, er in
$70 million taken this suJIJ"der a
the States indicates. I_ wo:otsidt
John Hughes knows life ifhe
the teenage market. I can :::ern~
doesn't there will be a gre d 30 s~
tation to be cynical towar s
too relaxing medium .

1

·~

Mark Wbl
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Art across ·the Mersey
Once its doors open in the early exchanged for more of the
Jn 1988, the Tate of the North, a branch of the London art ·1 to the public in 1988 marking the
I end of Phase I. "Weareaskingfor summer of 1988 the Tate, Liver- Millbankcollection:
gallery, will open its doors to the public at the Albert a lot of money . We got £4.5 mill- pool will offer a variety of
Educational activities .are to
Docks, Liverpool. Linda Davies examines the move ion from the Merseyside develop- facilities to the public. There will play a major role. "Education is
wh.ich hopes to make important art accessible to larger · ment Corporation. We got £0.5 ofcoursebetheartisticdisplays- going to · be very important
million from the Office of Arts "a combination of Tate Gallery indeed . . . . There probably
parts of the population.
Richard Francis, informed
sources told me; is "quite sloaney,
has a deep booming voice but is
accessible to talk to". Accessible
as far as conversation is concerned
perhaps but definitely not on foot.
Jn order to meet the Curator of
the Tate Gal)ery , Liverpool, 1 was
instructed to go to the "Pier Master's Bouse", in the Maritime
Muse.um (where else would you
expect to find his office?) and
"knock loudly on the thick
wooden door" . This I did , but to
no avail , and turned to a number
of wardens for assistance. After a
series of phone calls to Mr.Francis' office, which remained
unanswered, the caretaker was
pounced upon and instructed to
unlock the house for me.
My visit to see Mr Francis had
been inspired by the Tate Gallery ,
London's inte ntion to open a second art gallery in Liverpool. The
gallery will be part of the Albert
Dock , an amazing complex of
warehouse buildings erected in
the 19th century when Liverpool
was a prosperous port. After a
prolonged period of disuse , the
dock isnow being converted and
offers a number of attractions to
the public. This presents a unique
challenge to the gallery: "We have
the chance of working here ,
within this context which is quite
and interesting problem for an art
gallery. Putting itself within the
context of museums , shops,
aquarium, marina and all those
other things . . .. "
The Tate Gallery, Liverpool, as
yet in its very primitive stages of
conversion from warehouse to
gallery, is a vast , impressive building made up of four floors and a
basement. The display areas offer
breathtaking views of the Mersey ,
the Liver Building, the Anglican
and Catholic Cathedrals and the
frequently sunp about . "ferry
across the Mersey". On my tour of

the building I was. given insight ,
among other things , into the
future layout of the gallery areas ,
the coffee bar, the offices, the
bookshop, the studios for artists
in residence and the freightlift
which will serve to carry works
from ground level to the third
tloor for storage .
·
Whilst
touring
the
men 's
lavatories in the basement in the
pitch dark, I was assured that they
would more than meet public
demand despite Richard Francis'
insistence that the 93 urinals
should be reduced to a mere 81.
The Tate's need for a sister gallery arises in part from the lack of
display space for its works at
Millbank : "Of the Tate collection,
90% of it is in store. We mainly
put out between 10 and 15% on
the walls at any one time . So there
is a lot of material to show which
we can't show. " There is also a
realisation of the necessity to
decentralise the art world by moving away from the metropolis.
"There isn't anywhere between
London and Edinburgh which has
a good collection of modern
foreign art."
'
The choice of Liverpool as the
location for the new gallery came
after a survey of other sites. "We
were trying to find some way of
servicing a population which lies
between London and . Edinburgh
and therefore the choices were
basically Leeds, Manchester,
Liverpool and at a pinch Newcastle ... We came to Liverpool and
we saw this building, which is not
perfect but is much closer to
'right' than any of the others."
As is to be expected of such a
large-scale project, finance plays
an important part m the gallery's
future. The task of meeting the
cost of conversion - calculated in
1984tobe£9.5million-hasbeen
divided into two phases'. The
opening up of part of the building

and Libraries and we had to raise
another £4.5 million. So far we've
raised £1.75 million . The amount
of money we've got is go to go a lot

collection and exhibitions." The
Tate Gallery collection will be in
two parts. The first part will be
things off the walls at Millbank ie

One- of the cavernous rooms in the -new Tate building
•
•
•
which will undergo conversion to serve as a gallery.
farther than we thought so we're
not sure exactly how much money
we're going to need for Phase II ."
Mr Francis is confident however that they will reach the
required target for Phase II on the
basis of the success of Phase I, the
numberof half-promises made for
donations and the role the Tate
will play in self-promotion: "The
nearer we get to opening and the
more we get, the more we have on
show, and after the place is open ,
the more likelier we are to being
able to come and entice people 10
say: 'This is going to be good' or
'This is good' and 'Wouldn't you
like to contribute?"'

the primary collection, the best
things in the collection. So, for
example, we'll start with the Surrealist Collection at the Tate (bar
one or two paintings which can't
travel) and the Henry Moore display. Those two things would be
'the collection' on the ground
tloor. On the ·second . tloor we
would put British Sculpture from
1916 10 1968 which is taking quite
a lot of work out of store and
installing it in those rooms. On the
first tloor we'll run a series of loan
exhibitions from all over the
world." Works from the Tate ,
London, would remain at Liverpool for a year before·' being

won 't be much practical painting,
decorating or whatever but there
will be a lot of learning about the
period in which the thing was
made, learning about the objects
that are in the displays here ." participation will come from schools,
colleges and possibly youth
clubs. "
The presence of(! gallery as prestigious as the Tate in Merseyside
will undoubtedly have visible
repercussions on the area. "It'll be
a big art venue, which should make
spin:offs 'within the rest ·of the
artistic community within Liverpool. It'll employ fifty people in
the arts , locally. There should be a
half a million visitors to it which
should also increase the audiences
for the other galleries in the region . If some of.those people stay
overnight in the area there will be
something like 700 service jobs
created." Moreover, it will
· benefit the north of England generally by providing a centre showing major international modern
works outside London and Edinburgh.
lri the face of the criticism that
the Tate would not be making any
direct attempt to help .Merseyside
'artists , Richard Francis was keen
to ·emphasise the national rather
than regional role the Tate plays:
" It is going to be national and
international shows and if local
artists are good enough they'll go
in these shows."
Finally, there are vague plans to
organise arts festivals in Liverpool , which would involve not
only the Tate, but also a number
of the city's museums and
theatres.
Thus ,
Merseyside
a)ready rich in art galleries such as
the Walker Art Gallery and the
Lady Lever Gallery will make a
significant contribution to the cullure of the country.

An Englishman Abroad
The jobs one can get working
for the government, and especially in Congress (ie The House
- - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . . - - - - - - - - ......- - - - - - . of Representatives .. and the
ing for the United States Senate in British toff when 7% of the coun- senate), are great
the equivalent office to the House try was unemployed . Americans
of Commons' Sergeant at Arms. think a British accent is either
Washington has a large student
population - there are five big
.MY desk was near the Senate tloor very classy and impressive, or preuniversities in the city. The aver- I could spit on the Senators, if tentious .
I'd have wanted.
The employers understand
age age of government emplorees
The work I did involved a bit of their interns. While working them
tends to be lower than in other
writing. Americans do most of hard , they are usually willing to be organizations because governtheir examinations by multiple generous if an intern wishes to
ment work is viewed as a stepping
choice - I am told - and a re very study orobserve . In this way I had stone for something better. And
lazy to write. Therefore, I dealt a lot of time to learn about con- Washington is cosmopolitan city
no
one comes from
with the correspondance, notices gressional tloor debating (a turgid
and memoranda of the office. I business) , committee procedures Washington , people go there to
had the chance to write a sixty (that's hotter stuff!) and about the work for a couple of years , and
·
some stay. All this means that
page handbook for interns - the 3,000 female interns.
Jn many ways Washington is there are a lot of good bar~, some
next best thing to the" Alternative
Prospectus" - because, after six sexually unbalanced. I was the good places to dance , trendy
months , I more experience than only male in my office of 10 shops, puke marks on every street
people .. And the congressional corner- just like Edinburgh.
most of the interns.
The centre of Washington is
I had some research to do: interns are predominantly female.
unearthing quotes , counting
That is not to say these ladies very aftloent. There are a lot of
votes, reading newspapers etc. are stupid. Oh , no! These interns, museums, galleries, . theatres,
This taught me a lot about the male and female , are amongst the parks, sports facilities etc for all
workings of the Senate. I did some most clever and upwardly mobile the super-keen yuppies who fill
receptionist duties: greeting vis- students from each state. Because Washington.
itors , answering the phone, look- of this the company one meets
The beer is lousy. They drink
ing hunky and handsome
tends to be very interesting and freezing cold beer in cooled mugs .
full of gumption (the Americans Empirical evidence has proved
"spunky").
And
the that there is no difference in taste
In fact ,): got taken off phone say
duty for a while because some employers, keen 10 recruit them between cold Budweise£ and cold
Perrier. There are lots of Irish ·
people began to wonder w~y the after graduation, treat them with
pubs. Washingtonians think that
US Senate was employing a respect.

This week, Travel Bug visits Uncle Sam, where James
Bethell, on his year out, I penetrated the Senate ...

Every summer 4,000 American
Undergraduates
arrive
in
Washingto n DC, a city of comparable size to Edinburgh. They
come to "The Nation's Capital" to
learn about the American govemnment, international organizations, lobbying firms and the
other hangers-on . For eight
months, from winter till autumn
1986 I joined these interns -- as
political apprentices are called.
I was offered the job by a friend
~h·o· is involved in encouraging
nttsh students to travel to
America. A large number of
Amencail students got of
We~tminster every year to work
as research assisJants, and some
people feel that this imbalance
needs to be righted.
The job was ideal. I was work-

a

all Brits drink Guinness, and they
regard ~eineken as a quality_
beer.
I earned money from my job,
but cutbacks mean there are few
chances to do that. Friends of
mine worked in bars three days a
week (and on the Hill for the
other three) to pay their way. And
with BUNAC you can even do
that legally. Accommodation in
the university halls of residence
makes life easier for the financially insecure.
You can apply to the English
Speaking Union for help to find a
job (National Youth Officer,
English
Speaking
Umon .
Dartmouth House , 37 Charles
Street, London W1X8AB . 01-499
5144). You can get a book_from
Thin's about jobs in Amenca or
else you can write to Representatives and Senators personally (do
the Capitol, Washington , DC
20510. Tel. 202-224-3121) . The
Americans have a lot of respect
for English and Scottish Un!~er
sities. So if you do law , pohttcs,
international affairs or maybe history , you shouidn 't have any difficulty getting a job if you apply to
enough people well in advance .
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Bignose
I'd love a dirty weekend if you've
not been assasi nated before then.
Love the misanthropist.
To wee Miss Jean Brodie
Love August D. Bugge III
Chooby
never give up , you"re the best with
all my love.
·
Mukky
The beast of sex
I'll love you always!
From your one and only.
Ken Shoji, ex Senior president
Orange grow in Tokyo
Apples grow there too,
But it takes a place like
Maidstone , Kent ,
To grow a Pe.t e for you .
SL&BB
Donald
All these das, the past 3 years,
I've always loved you true
Donald , can you understand
such love I have for you?
SW ADOS MR xxx
To the tall blond guy, mid-20s ,
green combat jacket, wee round
specks.
Please be my Valentine
ME
CVEST A
T ANTO
OLVIDARTE
Jill, Jan, Velocity, Fiona & Hilary.

To Graeme Carter
Is the live-in Welsh love r
proving to be better than me?
Fiona S.
To Andrew Hayes
Please fondle my buttocks. See
you on Monday for that drink.
A

To the firl with the shocking red
hair - please come back to the
5th floor . I miss you.
CSH

To Beat-Beat, and Knob
Is it harassment of really LOVE?
.
SWASH
ESPAJ
ToDoctorF
Come and getme: I'm waiting.
Your Geisha girl
Judge Jimmy
Throw the Vosene bottle away,
Mighty-meat is here to stay,
I want your body - know what I
mean ...
Next time its raspberry icecream !
Tons of love,
Windbreaker xxx
To the barracudars with love
from best bites yet.

To David Duncan
Every time you go away,
My profits drop .
Love and kisses,
S&N
ToGazurD
You can check my copy anytime.
Luv, Harold Evans.
Michael}
with they all could be Californian
girls.
Wyn
Have ~ever told you ,
How good it feels to hold you?
The Box Office Staff

J.A.M.
Catherine
I still think you'd suit the all-over H ysterical laughter is wonderful.
Seamus O'Reilly
fishnet outfit (with whip!)
Yours, C.E.
Keith
Hope your nose improves with
Munchkin
Have to catch you com ing out of age andAston Villa get relgated.
Wee Man
the shower more often.
Dutch G.
Womble
Happy litter hunting (for broken
Jake
All love , can't wait to go West squash rackets).
Graeme
with you.
Wench .
Julianne
Still looking for the Top Gun knicHenry
kers .
Let's take a trip on our love ...
Lurv , NotTom Cruise
K.

Guy Hamilton

soon.
Lets live dangerously.
Jill Bryant

w

Jacqui Brown
You ' re my really super little
honey.
FromG.

Linda and Debs
Hope it all clicks tonight.
Good luck, chicks.
The GlenislandeJ
Prue
Hope you lathe r well.
Ed.

GazzerD.
Every time I see your Marcel
waves, my heart goes twlmg.
From Linda D.

Matthew
Want you to play Macbeth to our
haggard olc crones?
The terrible trio.

De Yin
Loved you on Ken 's Ceilidh.
FromC.M.

Jane
When irish eyes are smiling,
I must be in the forest again.
With love. X.

ClairMcL
Looking forward
nighter , honey .
From U.A.

to our all-

Sheena
Let's branch out together.
A.

Lew me take you away next time

xx

.

HughJaryce
You could learn a lesson or two
lain Catto
I'm sure I could find the power from Uncle Ralph .
somehow. May be if you Snake in the grass.
demonstrated it to me . .
Matthew
,
you love yourself enough! You
Msa McLintock
I'm sure our all night policy will be don't need any Valentines.
a financial success.
Yossi
David
Still thinking about you . ..

MatthewC
Are you sure a tenner's enough Oh God · · · Oh darling, can't you
for such a sex symbol as yourself? see? · · · It 's· · · It's the haircut!
Your Ego.
Sue
Tell me about free love. But what
Dearest DaYid Duncan
would Bertie say?
You know where to find me if you
A.
want another roll in the hay .
The Pleasance Experience
p

Death for .us Will indeed have no To My FB>"ourite News Hound
dominion.
Hurwooh, hurwooh , hurwooh ,
hhuuurr! Was that good for you?
A.D.
Ali
Partners in crime.
Keep checking the I Ching, babe.
All of the time?!
"I've got to wear shades."
Claire "Vorsprong durch Any- MatthewC
thing in Trousers" McClintock
It's a shame - your'e too much
B.J.
Waddle over here, chick, you call I'll keep humpy if you keep slip- like Morten : a wasted Adonis.
me
the
tenners.
ping
play my flute anytime.
The Maidens from Venus X
Gregor. xx
Dear Ed
Dr C. W. Fishburne
Yes Sal, No Sal , Three Bags Full You all-encompassing business
Alex
Let's get lost in Paradise together, Sal.
suits leave a lot to the imagination
dove-like.
8 but then you are a man of
Li'I'
D .L.
leviathon proportions ...
Better keep thi s clean , 'cos Greg From One Who Knows
There once were two girls , Lorne will be back any minute. Marry
and Elaine, who screamed "we'll me. Be mine forever.
Claire Mc"Clitoris"
never dissect again!"
Wish we could have gonefurther
Miranda
and
Ana
Then along came the guys
but , when your pink t-shirt fell
Que te quiero. Is that right?
So handsome and wise
off, you scared my stiff.
And they still won't dissect anyFrom the man who's all Hart xx
ShonaEG
way.
Trivial Pursuit? Your place or . Angus Mc"Oli'l'er"
K.J. and M.
mine?
I'll never forget those chocolate
Wesley
fingers. Moist in anticipation for
1'11 demonstrate on your body any Helen
much much more in the future .
Back row of Politics I . Anytime. "Vivi en"
day.
Or perhaps coffee instead.
Vicky W.
Claire Mc - You are my All
KateA
Night Rave UP - BJ .
Perma-baby
Let 's forget our origi nal objec- Tee hee hee hee hee.
Ed- We should get together for
tives and romp like two alligato rs
Horn beast
mutual scribb ling- Ed.
in a swa mp (or a stroll across the
With love,
Meadows on a Sunday afternoon
Hornbird!
Cathy- You are So Really Cute
will do. )
- an admirer.
Yossi
FionaM.
You give me Heartburn.
Felicity
Your mellifluous accent is nearly
Love , Jack XX
Let 's fly away together.
as alluring as the way your eyes
crinkle up when you smile ... !
The Three Sia Yes
Darling
H.
Let's get it up!
Let 's rip sheets together. - Your
Hissi ng with love Lover. XXX
To the CAAS Receptionist
The Master Cylinder.
Who cares if I don 't get a job? I've
found you!
R.
A.D.P.
I love your smile.
"Wildthing you make my heart
sing,
Will you be my everything?"

x

I wanna go down under with you I love you more than YSG10 1

TYPING SERVICE
YOUR THESIS
IS IMPORTANT

TO ENSURE IT IS
PRESENTED .TO
IT'S BEST
ADVANTAGE
CONTACT JUNE
031-226 2782

Professional typing
service at special
student rates

Your features brighten up my
day. Much love.
A.
P.andA .
Thanks for your support. We love
you both.
British Telecom .

Debbie
If the Winged Horse does not
seize you up, will you fly away
with me?
Forrest Rowdies
What happens if you mix 2 Irish, a
Liverpudlian, a Shetlande r, an
Aberdonian and a President.
Result: Edinburgh quakes!
Much Love, Knackered.
PJ
I sti ll think you'd look sexy with
bleached hair. Don 't get too
drunk!
PJ
Geraldine (on the desk at the Plea·
sance for pop mobility)
Will you squash my ball?
Caterpillar
Linda
.
I'd like to cove r you in
taramasol ata and lick it off, real
slow.
AHA
Mr Cute
Here's to an Anglo-American
Alliance.
Love, your Friend from the Pleasance.

Relax where you are welcome:

THE PIMPERNEL
ICRAIGS CLOSE) COCKBURN STREET/
MARKET STREET

Bar with Bistro Food at
its best: 12-2.30; 5-7.00
\lcE1\an~ 80'- cask

~Op

Tartan
Harp

s0f'
S0f'

For the special occasion try our
ala carte restaurant with
superb French country cooking.

pARTIES WELCOME
031-226 3537

•
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A<!.~e Legacy of Pheidippides

confronted a n invading Persian
force near a town called
Maratho n ,
situated approxirnately 30 kilometres from
Athens. As legend would have it ,
a young sold ie r named Pheidippides was despa tched to Athens to
convey the news that the Greeks
had been victorious in defeating
the enemy; and it is this same
common messenger-boy who is to
blame for starting a new trend-a
trend that will ne ver die out-the
maratho n .
Alas, Pheidi ppides did not Jive

giving up then and there .
The ··wall "' - that mental barrier which suddenly confronts the
runner unawares - i~ an experi ence not shared by all. Some are
able to last the full distance on virtually no training , without
encount e ring any such thing a a
.. wall"", or even a blister. For the
masters Alberto Salazaarr,
Carlos Lopes, Steve Jon es etc. the whole race is a mental battle;
but for the majority who have
been devout and conscientious in
their training , running in excess of
60 miles a week, the fear of coming up against the '"wall'" is a very
realistic fear- often very painful
1

Jong; on reaching Athens , he is
reputed to ha ve uttere d t h e word s
" b f

~~:~~~eg d:::n~~;t'(;uch :i:~

ae
fortun e would surely have been
avoided if fee ding stations had
been placed a t regular intervals
along the ro ute !) Our brief historical study then leaps forward to
the famous year of 1896 when a
race from Ma rathon to Athens
was incl uded in the itinerary of the
first modern O!vm_pic Games. It
.
was quite a ppropnate
t h at a
Greek shepherd should win this
first "marathon.'..'.

In the early 19th century,
Ernest
Menses was
reported to have run
from Paris to Moscow, a
distance of 1,550 miles,
in 14 days, 5 hours and
SO minutes.
So much the n for the history ot
this most prestigious of events. It
was in I 908 that the distance - 26
miles and 385 yards - was established as the sta ndard for the
marathon . A little odd you might
think , to choose such a rough and
ready fi gu re, a nd yet this was the
distance
measured
between
Windsor Castle and White City
Stadium , constituting the 1908
Olympic marathon route .
Times have changed. It was in
the late 1970s that "marathon
mania" began to take root , ravaging the countryside and infiltrating the homes of ordinary men
and women. Only' the young, lazy ,
and the o bese were free from this
new th reat. But wherelis overweight , a pa thy-stricken children
unharmed,
others
escaped
became contaminated with this
mystery virus.
This marathon epidemic had a
devastating effect on the lives of
thousands of innocent people.
The sympto ms were not difficult
to diagnose, with victims displaying a tende ncy to venture out onto
the streets a t unearthly hours of
the morning , clad in shorts, a Tshtrt , and rather ·"loud" trainers·
congregate in public parks ; wea;

;-;;!kb~~~~t ~~s~eit\~ ;,~~:~~~n~att~

tics.
--------::--.,.---

Last year's fashion parade at Glasgow, when the new design: "I ran the world" tee shi"rts were on vi·ew
wristwatches whose tick-ticks can
be heard within the radius of a
mile; become obsessed with eating All Bran - and be subject to
horrific nightmares , screaming
and shrieking , " The Wall! The

Wall! Beware the Wall!".
We are now in 1987 and still no
cure has been found to combat the
disease. This year there a re no
fewer than 52 marathons in the
UK alone , in addition to 195 halfmarathons. So why all this
interest? Only a handful of competitors in any race hold any
realistic hope of being the first to
cross the finishing line. For the
majority , the marathon is not a
race between people , but a race
agai nst themselves , and perhaps
their watch. Merely to complete
the course is ap achievement in
itself. During the winter months
marathons are few and far between, and last weekend one had
to cross the English Channel in
order to participate in such a n
event.
A peldoorn , a smart town in the
centre of Ho lland , hosted its.tourteenth marathon on Saturday.
This picturesque town , surrounded by forests and heathland ,
is an ideal setting in which to hold
a marathon, for the country lanes
and forest tracks allow the runner
to escape the threat of being
knocked down by a passing
motorist or molested by a stray
bicycle.
You can rely on the Dutch they can organise marathons as
successfully as they can ma ke
cheese . Everything was marked ,
re-marked , and then signposted,
with feeding stations positioned at

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
FOR THE POST OF

CONVENER
OF BANK OF SCOTLAND
SCHO,OLS DEBATING
COMPETITION
Forms from the EUSA Offices, Student Centre, which
should be returned there to Mark Simpson.

Closing date for applications: 30th January 1987.
...

various points en route. One can
usually count oneself extremely
fortunate to grab a cup of water
from a British feeding station , but
naturally , the Dutch provide a
feast fit for a king or queen:
oranges , bananas , glucose drink .
and even tea. It is no wonder then
that many a tired athlete could be
spotted dwelling at these feeding
stations for rather longer than is
usual. (It is quite likely that many
of those who finally reached the
finish had actually put on weight,
despite subjecting their bodies to
such a physical and mental battering.)

There is an ultra-distance · race in America
which goes under the
name of "Recover From
The Holidays Fat Ass
Fifty Miler".
There is nothing quite like starting and finishing a marathon
(though the time. in between can
be a bit of a pain!) and the Apeldoorn Marathon is no exception
to the rule. Crowds of spectators
lined the route at various spots,
though one cannot be sure
whether they were offering words
of encouragement and appraisal,
or hurling abuse at the passing
runners. Were their smiling
countenances of a sincere or sarcastic nature ?

Steve Jones of Great Britain set a world record in
the Chicago Marathon in
1984 in his first completed marathon.

Finishing
the
Apeld<iorn
Marathon. with or without the
experience of scaling a mental
wall. was achi eved by the majority
who had huddled together at the
start a few hours before. in the
Abebe Bikila of Ethiopia now distant and hazy past. Cro>sing the finishing line one lifts
won the Rom Olympic one's
head to glance at the clock
marathon in 1960 - in before being shuffled down a fun nel. handect' a medal. kissed b) a
bare feet!
typical Dutch beauty, and then
about this and that while the mil- given a blanket (probably to die
es pass unconsciously by. In in').
short , it's a real social occasion ,
You feel on top of the world for
and a chance to catch up on all the a minute. but only a minute: then
latest gossip , whether it be in a you realise that that old gentleBritish o r a Dutch tongue.
man bv the drinks stall must have
Yc' t reaching the 20-mik pm.t finishc'd the marathon well before
often initiates a psychological you: a Dutch dragon. sporti ng the
change which leaves _the great dreaded Red Cross badge. promajority of runners facing ceeds to insist that vou are ill . or
extreme difficulties in the latter t,h at you look ill. OJ: that you will
stages of the race . The mile mar- be ill - and she"s right - sudkers do not seem to greet onr with denlv vou do feel ill! ~
Just before 1·ou faint. vou arc
such ,peed and re-gularity: one
hccin' to think abouuhc finish. dimh· aware oi the bloke' next to
which often has the adver'e effect you explaini ng that this is his 56th
of pnsuading a runner to finish marathon. that he is planning to
the race prematurely; though it run 34 marathons this vear. and
embarkmav he a perfectly flat cour'e. one that tomorrow he will
often begins imagining Olll' 'c lt ing on a slow 20-miler to relax
climbing up a never-ending hill : those tired muscles. It"s enough to
no one speaks to anyone an~ mak<' a nvonc' feel ill. ··iJel"er
mnrc: everything is hush-hush: again'" is- the standard remark
ev.:rvone frchb thl·ir own mental made after a marathon. but th is
hatt l-es . vain ly trying to think senti ment docsn·1 last for vcn·
about ""nethinc else. but tll'vcr Jone - it"s add ictive - it"s a druc
- l;ut it"s fun!
able to l...':--.t' apc fr~Hll th.: inviting Carl l\larston
and oh ,o tempting- thought ot
Either way, a runner is grateful
for any distraction during the final
stages of a marathon. For the first
20 miles all competitors seem to
be in a talkative mood , chatting

be

Hang of the Ropes
Till' Edinburgh Balloon
Club had an rxtreml'I Sii('··
C(•ssful weekend down i;1 :\klrosr.-The mini bus perfornwd
well, and .all ballooning·
activitks went according to
plan.
:vlmt oft lw pc'l>plc \\'ho went to
:Vkfro,e had neve r tlo wn bdoi c·
hut th ey ' oon got tlw han~ nf the
nipcs' Everyone wnrked wl"il
together, and .we manag~d to gc1
the balloon up twice on th<' first
dav. Seeinp_ the big blu e' Edin ·
hu.rgh ball:Jon infl~lle and ri,c
majestically into the sk\ 11·a, very
impressive.
Not to he outdone. tlw retricw
teams zoomed round the co un tryside trying to decide which .
road to take in order to catch up
with the balloon. On the whole
they managed to find the balloon
withoui too much trouble!
On the second day we managed
to get the balloon up again. and

L"\L"n ventured across the bmder
to England' Needless to sa\". t.he
pub, ~·ere dosed so we J]ad t<l
lwad home. via St Abbs Head.
where "''' had a picnic. So. all in
all. it was an enjoyable weekend

which should
repeated.

definitely

/111porw111: Aii haiio<rnists
remember the AGM n n Thursday
26th February at 7.30 pm .. Bannc rm an·s. ·

C·L·ll ·B C·O·R·:\·E · R
heavily on the pl;·ntiful supply of
Archery
cheap alcohol. become increasThe Edinburgh Unh"ersity
Bowmen pulled off a remarkable victory in the first round
of the McEwan's Export
sponsored quiz last Wednesday· night , raising nearly £100
for the RNIB in the process.
We Jost our first match hv on lv
four points but ~tormed back i;1
·our second game with the highest
score of the evening to go through
to the next round wit(1 the highest
aggregate score from our section.
Thanks must be given to our faithful followers who. having drawn

ingh· volatile in th eir support as
the even ing progressed.
Of the team itself. special mention should be made of Malcolm
.. the el~ctrical engineer .. Paul who
did not know how to wire a plug .
a nd Robin ..flower power"' Smith
who surprised everyone by knowing the Latin na me of the buttercup! Congratulations also to Mark
Dickie. whose knowledge of some
obscure musical groups proved
very helpful. I knew very little. it
must be said. but I did help to
boost the bar takings quite considerably .
Guy Fisher

Effects of a "Sporting Ball''
i;'

Photos: Phil
"tne
The Official and the Unolli1 .
top left: a sad case. Middle: ~: 1 :
James receives the Pa 'I' l'I
Association Cup from Prot ion
Whitby, on behalf of the r:ss~r
club. Bottom left: Prof g Y
. .
.
essor
Wh 1.tby agam
m achoo, this t'
handing the silverware to Miine
Laughlin, and right: Has an/rk
seen Graeme Seller's squash one
ket?
rac.

In Brief
On Sunday 22nd February the
EU Superstars competition will
take place with some of the Univer.
sity's top athletes battling it out for
a chance to represent Edinburgh
at the SUSF Sportstars competi.
lion at the beginning of March.
The sport~ involved this year are
running, hockey skills, table ten.
nis, archery , basketball, squash
and gym tests.
Both men and women are wel.
come to enter the event which
hopefully will prove to be as good a
day as the Superteams competi.
lion.
Whether you want to compete
seriously or just enjoy a day of
sport, the event is for you. Entri
forms, available from SU office,
must be returned by Friday 13th
February.
·

EU SPORTS UNION AW ARDS
Vancouver Quaich
Eva Bailey Cup
Neil Campbell Shield
Lillywhite Shield
Pavilion Associaiton Cup
Livingstone Trophy
Capt. S. T. Garner Trophy
Executive Awards

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with. reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleilch Place:

the

Ma.le for single room in
Pleasance.
Fourth year, postgraduate or mature
st udent preferred. £80.40 per month .
Ref. no. 057.
Single room available in St Leonard St.
£67 per month . Ref. no. 059.
Two si ngle rooms and two shared rooms
avai lable in Dundas Street £120 per
month for single rooms, £90 each for
·shared rooms. Postgraduates preferred .
Ref. no. 060.
Male for single roomin Argyle Park Terace. £88 per .month . Ref. no. 061 .

Female for single room in Nicolson Si.
'£80.10 per month. Ref. no. 062.
Single room available in Bruntsfield flat.
£90 per month. Ref. no. 066.
Final or postgraduate student for single
room in Comely Bank Road . £ 100 per
mo nth . Ref. no. 067.
Three males or females wanted for si ngle
room and shared room in West preston
Street. £74 per month . Ref. no. 069.
Single room available in Newington flat.
£100 per month. Ref. no. 070.
Single room available in South College
Street. £80.10 per month. Ref. no . 072.
Single room available in Bruntstield Oat.
£66.50 per month. Ref. no. 073.
Single room and shared room avai lable
to three students in Drumsheugh Place.
£61.10 per month. Ref. no. 074.
Single room available in Gi lmore Road .
£75 per month. Ref. no. 075.

(Most Distinguished Male
Athletics Performance)
(Most Distinguished Female
Athletics Performance)
(Outstanding Sports Orgnaisation and Services)
(Most Outstanding Club)
(Best Club Publicity Record)
(Most Outstanding Expeditionary Achievement)
(Most Outstanding First
Year Contribution)
(Major Services to their club
or University sport)

Shared room available in Roseneath
Street. £77 each per month . Ref. no. 053.
Male to share room in Blacket Avenue . Gold Hoop Earings for sale . '1 sct go ld .
£80.15 per month. Ref. no. 058.
Valued £60. Offers? Ring Frances 667
Two females to share room in Merchis- 5989 or 667 d'i? ?
ton Avenue. £80 each per month . Ref Praktica SLR canlera for sale. Semino. 064.
automatic, excellent condition . only one
Shared room available in York Place. year old . £45 or nearest offer. Contact
£100 each per month . Ref. no . 065.
Frances 667 5989 or 667 4522.
Double room available in Marchmont Casio MT-70 keyboard. 20 sounds, IO
from end of March to end of June..
rhythms. memory etc. Mint condition .
£90.50 per month Contact Sam/Claire £150. Phone D•ve on 447 0423 .
447 6080.
Material aid for a kindergarten in the
Single Room in fantastic Oat in Mussel- Gazastrip is badly needed. EU Friends
burgh. £22.67 q week - price includes . of Palestine have a permanent exhibiaccess to TV and scaletrix track. phone tion in th e Mandela centre between
Topny or mark 665 2064, evenings.
Monday 16th a nd Friday 20th Febru ary .
large twin room in Marchmo nt flat. £20 Please show yo ur concern for deprived
per person per week. Non smo kers on ly. P.alesti ni a n children by bringin material
447 72454.
aid to the stall during International
Week.
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Donald McFarlane
(Hockey)
Shirley Smith
(Rife)
Paul Harper
(Rugby)
Men's Hockey
Rugby and Hockey Club
Rugby Club
Niall Anderson
(Fencing)
Lynda Turner, Syd Reid,
Craig Stewart, Graham
Frost, Simon King,
Mark Loughlin
Student 's classified section is a Ir
service to readers. We welcom
accommodation , "for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of30
words and may be ha nded into the
Student office (first floor, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Stud~nl
collection boxes in the Tevtot
Foyer, Mandela Centre Uni~n
Shop and in A&M Reid grocers tn
the KB Centre.

STUDENT
Student 's edi.torial offices areal
48 Pleasance, first floor, phOne
5581117/8 or 6671011ext.4496. I
you want to get involved, come
0
along to the Editorial Meeting ~
'the Section Meetings , all hste
below. Alternatively , phone us~~
leave a message. If you want.
0
drop in ads , letters , inforrna~~I·
you can use Student boxes tn
terrow Shop or Teviot Lobby·
EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday; I pm
MUSIC
Wednesday ; I pm
ARTS
Thursday; 1.15 pm at
Bannerman 's pub.
FEATURES
Wednesday, 1.15 pm
NEWS
Thursday , 1 pm
FILM
WHAT'S ON

~~~~~GRAPHY, GRAPlllCS
. Friday; 1.30 m

